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~reater Portland's news and arts weekly 
SEPTEMBER 7, 1989 FREE 
--------------------~ 
Earl Stevens with son Jamie, right, and homeschool nelg 
COYER STORY by Kelly Nelson 
PHOTOGRAPHS by Tonee Harber! 
For most kids, summer vacation 
is over. 
Each weekday morning, while 
the day is still cool and the ground 
still damp, Maine's school children 
stand by the road and wait for a 
yellow bus to sweep them off to 
school. 
But some 700 of Maine's school-
aged children aren't standing by 
the road this year. They're staying 
home: not because they have "the 
Dog catchers snatch Dogman's pack. 
See page 2. 
sniffles, not because they got in 
trouble. 
They're staying home because 
. they're studying at home. 
Against the tide of women enter-
ing the workforce and giving their 
kids over to daycare, more and 
more parents are staying home ~o 
teach their children themselves. 
Seven years ago there were only 
three approved homeschoolers in 
Maine. Now there are more than 
700. 
Sporting with the deadly sins. 
See page 18. 
CONTINUED on page 6 . 
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1989 
Fall Class Schedule 
VO I, Weds, 5-6:30 
Sept. 20 - Oct. 18 
VO II, Weds, 5-6:30 
Oct. 25 - Nov. 29 
TV I, Tues, 7-9 
Sept 19 - Oct 24 
TV II, Man, 6:30-8:30 
Oct. 2 - Nov. 6 
Improvisation, Thurs, 7-9 
Sept. 28 - Nov.16 
Course and faculty descriptions 
are available by calling 
EBERHAROT/1li/iPACT 
ON CAMEIfA • IN "E/UON 
775-6558 
142 High St. 





With Mayor Esther Clenott (1 hr.) 
living Tapestries 
Elder Images & Style (112 hr.) 
Power &. Steele on Theater 
New fall season underway (1/2 hr.) 
Our Changing Region 
Growth in Greater Portland (1/2 hr.) 
City Arts 
Update on area arts events (1/2 hr.) 
Programs primiere Fri. 7·10pm, in 
order listed & repeat Sat., Sun., & 
Mon. 1·4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed., 
& Thurs. gam·noon. 
Cable Channel 16 in Portland, So. 
Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Scarborough 
& Falmouth. Channel varies in Gorham. 
+ STUNTERS + DELTAS 
+ DIAMONDS + PARAFOILS 
+AND MORE! 
1E . 
OllJ) !POjfJ %/IPB 
1"'-----S1imPE 
I'or All Ye Mighty 
Wind Related /Yeeds 
3 Wharf St •• Old Port 
871-0038 
handltuffed and marched from the Cotton Street garage. 
• CB W photos/Monte Paulsen 
Press kept at bay while cops cuff Koplow in the dark 
Dogman busted, dogs locked up · 
The Dogrnan was busted and the Portland Police are being chewed 
out for it. 
Police Chief Michael Chitwood has tried to explain that the bust 
was ordered by the court, but on T-shirts, television and radioshows, 
police are being blasted by Portland citizens who think there are 
bigger threats to society than David Kaplow - known as the Dogrnan 
- and his six bouncing dogs. 
Kaplow bailed himself out of jail the day of the bust, but the dogs 
are still in the pen. And Portlanders are howling mad. 
"It's been incredible. Dave gives off an aura that people really 
like," said $aral'l Johns, manager of the Soho boutique on Exchange 
Street. In three days Soho sold ]50 "Leave the Dogrnan Alone" T-
shirts that feature six stick-figure dogs and a stick-figure man. Johns, 
like Ann Sachs who has sold 100 
"Hands Off the Dogman" T-shirts, 
hopes to convince Kaplow to 
accept the proceeds. 
Since August 26 there has been 
a court order for the seizure of 
Kaplow's dogs, but police had to 
get Kaplow out of the way first. 
And they didn't havea warrant to 
arrest him. 
Portland attorney Tom Connolly said police often Charge a person ~ 
with assault or obstruction of government administration if they 
have no grounds to make an arrest. "Welcome to the real world," he ... 
said. "That happens all the time. [t protects the officer later." 
With about 850 citations and about 50 convictions for leash-law 
and registration violations on file at the Cumberland County Court-
house, Kaplow is one of the city's most prolific scoff-laws. 
The court order was issued August ]6 at the end of a two-year 
court fight over the city's right to seize the dogs. The order gave 
Kaplow 10 days to register his dogs, display dog tags on them and 
leash them. 
A few days after the order was issued Kaplow registered all but 
one of the dogs with the city. But Kaplow, as he has for years, refused 
to leash Clarabelle, Granola, 
Miss Punch, Mr. Hocus Focus, 
Sammy and You Too. In a ]987 
court deba te, Kaplow said leash-
ing the dogs "would kill them 
and would kill me." 
Chitwood said he will return 
Kaplow's dogs if he will prom-
ise to leash them while he ap-
peals the Cumberland County 
Superior Court ruling. So far 
Kaplow has refused the offer. 
Police will not be pennitted to 
move or destroy the dogs with-
out furtherordersfrom the cou rt. 
Meanwhile, they have been 
examined by a vet, and are in 
"excellent condition," according 
I 
So on Aug. 31, after chasing 
Kaplow to a taxi garage on Cot-
ton Street, police arrested him for 
shoving a cop. Because police 
pulled shut the overhead door 
between themselves and the re-
porters and onlookers au tside, no 
one but the four hefty police offi-
cers and one thin David Kaplow 
know what actually led up to the 
arrest. 
Koplow was surrounded by cops and dogs In th~ garage. to Chitwood. 
The bust began at 7:30 a .. m. 
But when the door was raised, an alleged shove had allegedly 
taken place and the four cops were handcuffing the allegedly violent 
Koplow. Koplow was shouting at one of the officers, "Bullsh- I hit 
'you!" 
"It certainly made coverage more difficult," said WMTW-TV 
reporter Bob Dyke, who sat outside the closed door as Kaplow 
screamed inside. 
It made public relations for the police more difficult, too. Deputy 
Chief John Brennan, who was not at the scene, called Casco Bay 
Weekly immediately after the arrest to explain that the closing of the 
door had not been intended to bar the press. 
Speaking for Cmdr. Douglas Cole, who was at the scene, Brennan 
said, "His biggest concern was that those dogs might be out in the 
open during the arrest." Police didn't know what the dogs might do, 
he said. 
However, if Kaplow hadn't sought refuge in the garage, the 
seizure of the dogs would have taken place out in the open. 
on Aug. 31 when four Portland 
Police cars, an animal control van and seven police and dog officers 
closed in on Kaplow as he walked with his dogs on Fore Street. Two 
cops on foot chased Kaplow for a block, one grabbed at Kaplow's 
neck, pulled his coat off, dropped it on the tar. Bouncing around 
Kaplow, the dogs yapped in their usual style. 
As the four officers swanned around the bellowing Kaplow in the 
garage, his dogs began fighting on the floor. Two dogs set their teeth 
in the neck of a third, growling and thrashing. A dog stood snarling 
over another that lay with its feet in the air. Oarabclle,a sleek old dog 
with gold fur, wandered alone outside. 
Dog officers began noosing the dogs as Kaplow was handcuffed. 
The dogs were packed in cages in the van, and Kaplow, shirt tom 
across his back, was forced into a police car. 
Kaplow bailed himself out of jail the same morning he was 
arrested. But the dogs weren't so lucky. At the city pound th~'re 
racking up a billof $11 each for impoundment, plus $6 each per day 
for their keep. HanTUlh Holmes 
• 
THE WEEK IN B.RIEF: 
MERC asks for more bucks 
Officials from Biddeford's Maine Energy Recovery Co. (MERe), 
a plant that accepts trash 'from 27 Maine towns and bums it to 
produce energy, met with officials from area towns Aug. 31. 
MERC pitched ideas to get it out of financial trouble, speCifically 
raising the "tipping fee" - the money a town pays to dump each 
ton of trash - and changing from a private to quaSi-public opera-
tion. "I think MERC is looking for a bailout," said George Christie, 
executive director of the Maine People's Alliance. "They talked 
about having a commitment to the solid waste problem, but their 
commitment is to the bottom line." Christie said that heis '1eery" 
of conununities taking over a plant that has been poorly managed, 
but added that community involvement with the plant could 
make it more accountable for the ash, noise, and odor which come 
from it. 
Waterfront report makes waves 
A draft of a marketing study of Portland's port has angered the 
Waterfront Task Force, who commissioned the $26,000 study. 
"We wanted some concrete strategies and gota piece of fluff," said 
Karen Sanford, a member of the Waterfront Task Force. Sanford 
said that Massachusetts consultant James O'Connell was asked to 
come up with "nuts and bolts action plans" to attract industry to 
the port but instead made academic and "wimpy" suggestions. 
Sanford thinks O'Connell "slashed" the 1987 referendum that 
said the waterfront should be used exclusively for marine busi-
ness by suggesting that non-marine businesses should be consid-
ered when other businesses cannot be found. O'Connell's final 
draft of the study is due this fall, but Sanford suggests "throwing 
the thing out and throwing him out." 
Council retreats for quality time 
The Portland City Council held a six-hour retreat last Thursday 
at Portland's Regency Inn. In the hope that getting out of the 
public spotlight would encourage a free flow of ideas from council 
members, Mayor Esther B. Oenottasked that the press and public 
not attend. Some media representatives and council watchers 
showed anyway. Also attending was a facilitator, who pocketed 
$1,200 for prodding' the councilors. The council held the retreat at 
the Regency Inn even though that establishment owes the city of 
Portland $235,000 in back taxes. "We're concerned aboutanybody 
that owes us that kind of money," said City Manager Robert B. 
Ganley, "but they're in Chapter 11 (bankruptcy), so we hope to 
help them continue to be in business, not drive them out df 
business." 
Faster Portland roads en route 
A study begun in June aims to improve traffic flow over the 
next 20 years on 12 Portland roads. The Portland Area Compre-
hensive Transportation Study (PACTS), funded by the Maine 
Department of Transportation, has hit the road in Portland and by 
April will identify Portland's worst bottlenecks and develop 
plans to speed them up. John Duncan, executive director of 
PACTS, says that looking at peak traffic volume, recent accident 
histories and forecasting how many cars will be cruising Portland 
in the year 2010 help him to fonnulate recommendations. Duncan 
expects his recommendations to include redesigning ramps on 1-
295 as well as eliminating parking on parts of Forest Avenue 
where that road can't be widened - a suggestion businesses 
which benefit from store-front parking will probably put the 
brakes on, Duncan said. 
WEIRD NEWS: 
.... The bright side of the rising homicide rate in Washington, 
D.C., is thedramatic increase in the number of organs available for 
transplants. Of the 27 bodies made available to the area's chief 
transplant agency in February, six were murder victims. Dr. John 
Macoviak, who handles heart transplants at Washington Hospi-
tal Center, calls the situation unpleasant but "absolutely essen-
tial." 
or A Japanese manufacturer of plastics and synthetic rubber 
has created the world's first shape-memory bra. When the bra 
loses its lift, dropping it in hot water restores the original form. 
Toyota, Nissan and Honda may research cars with shape-mem-
ory panels and bumpers - dents could be styled back into shape 
with a blow-dryer. 
Roland Swut/AltnNet 
September 7, 1989 
The 
MAIN STREET spirit 
lives! 
Introducing MAIN STREET ACCOUNT 
Small Business Services 
Even if your business isn't located on Main Street, you can still get the 
spirit. And the benefits. Just open a new MAIN STREET Account at 
Casco Northern Bank. 
MAIN STREET is your kind of bank account. For your kind of 
business. Ifs a unique package of low-fee, no-minimum-balance 
business checking ... premium interest on business savings ... and 
other services specially designed to help you and your small 
business get more from your bank. And pay less. 
On MAIN STREET, your business means more. More convenience. 
More savings. More advantages. To open your account, visit any 
Casco Northern office or call 
, 
1-800-635-BANK 
(outside Maine: 207-774·8221). 
Casco Northern Banl< 
~ A Bank of Boston Company 
Mt'mik.,FOK 
NAILS! 
There are no more excuses. Now you can 
have the gorgeous nails you've always wanted! 
Matthew John is proud to announce the best 
of Quebec! Carole Fortin, our new nail 
technician, is a graduate of Polyvalent Benoit-
Vachon School of Esthetics in Quebec. Carole 
brings with her a long list of impressive skills to 
make you look better than ever! 
To celebrate Carole's arrival Matthew John is 
offering n9il tips, silk or linen, at HALF PRICE. 
Regularly $65 NOW ONLY $32.50. 
• Subject to availability 
• Offer Expires Oct. 1, 1989 
• No double discounts 
• Please bring in this ad to 
recieve discount. 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 




Manicure • Hair Waxing 
Pedicure • llntlnq 
lent,re fool) leyebrows & eyeiaSliesl 
OPEN MONDAY' FOR MEN ONLY 
32A ST. • PORT 
MROSS FROM THE PORTlANO REGENCY 
FOR APPr. CALL 775-5485 
NOW OPEN 
We Buy & Sell 
Used CDs, 
Cassettes and LPs 
• Low Prices 
• Wide selection of rock, 
reggae and blues 
• Plenty of parking 
• T-shirts, posters & more 
Music you won'lfind everywhere else 
402 Forest Ave., Portland 
(Across from Tri-State Auto) 
'774-4446 
Available for 
weddings, special events, 
company and private parties. 
Call: 774-4349 or 767-0873 
Sept 8-9 
DRY D<XK • Portland 
• Fimil Cruise! • 
Casco Bay Lines 
SeptlO (5-8 p.m.) 
Fl 1.1. ~IZE 





Let our advertisers know. 
hank them for supporting .. 
Portland's 
Powerful Alternative 
by Andy Newman 
CBW/Andy Newmtm 
A conversation with 
Tim Ferrell 
For nm Ferrell, a funny thing happened on 
the-way to a career In acting. Ferrell was 
working as an actor In New Yori( City when 
he took friends' suggestions that he give 
stand-up comedy a shot. Ferrell did stand-up 
for a while, then assembled a group whose 
focus was Improvisational comedy. "Improv" 
relies not on written material but on random 
things an audience shouts out. Now living on 
the Portland peninsula, Ferrell plans to teach 
Improv to neophytes here this fall. 
How'd you end up Improvising? 
I'd gone from being an actor to being a stand-up 
comedian. The thing about stand-up is that you're 
by yourself. You do find friends but there isn't a 
whole lot of camaraderie among stand-ups. People 
are very paranoid that you're funnier than they are, 
or you may end up taking some of their 'material. It's 
a very lonely business, especially on the road. But 
with improv y<;)U work with a group and there is a 
lot of camaraderie. 
What are'lmprov comedy's origins? 
It grew out of theater games. Actors having 
problems with a certain section or scene say, let's put 
the script down and just talk to each other and try to 
work the scene out that way. 
When you played army or put on a show in your 
garage you were improvising. All improvising is is 
playing kids' games with a lot more structure and a 
few more rules. And then you invite an audience 
and ask them to pay money to see you. 
What can an audience take from a good 
Improv performance that they might not 
take from stand-up? 
The best stand-ups make it seem like they're 
doing their material for the first time, that it's fresh, 
that it's happening right there before them. The 
t~g about improv is there's no denying that. The 
rrunute you start the audience know this was not re-
~earsed, this was not planned. It happens with their 
mput. A guy suggests a scene with an Arab in K 
Mart and then he sees it happen. 
Do you make an effort while Improvising to 
"keep It clean?" 
A lot Of us pride ourselves on working at what 
we call "the upPt;r register." If you get dirty, you 
can't loSE:. The audience wiII laugh, but it's easy to 
work at that level. It's a struggle sometimes. There 
was one guy in an improv group I was a part of in 
New York who constantly was, well, working some 
problems out. And he did it through us and the 
audience and we finally had to give him the heave-
hoe because he just couldn't work at the upper 
register. 
What happens when someone shouts out an 
obscene suggestion? 
You take it and twist it and work at another level. 
There are two things t)lat are happening there: 
you're saying screw you to the guy who suggested it 
and you're saying look what we can do. Look at 
how smart, how clever, how professional we are. 
Because we took something that you thought was 
going to hurt us and we took it to the upper register. 
Is someone who Is funny at a party cut out to 
be a comedian? 
Some people are very funny in normal life - but 
they just can't make the transition to standing in 
front of the microphone with a bunch of strangers 
sitting there who've paid the cover charge and who 
know you owe them something. 
Other people you'd meet in an everyday situation 
and you wouldn't say this person is funny. Yet the 
minute they hit the stage something happens. They 
have strong point of view or something to say about 
themselves and that's the only place that they can do 
it. That's the only time that it works. They're not on 
in real life, but when they hit that stage, it clicks in. 
That's when they're on, and that's when they want 
to deliver the goods. They're money players. 
Is It true that you want to start a comedy 
dub here In Portland? 
I'd like to work with some people to open a 
comedy club here in the spring. When I was work-
ing with Abrams and Anderson at their Portland 
show a couple months ago, I asked "How many 
people would like to see a comedy club here?" They 
all said yes. When I asked who wanted to finance it, 
nobody wanted to have any part of that. 





Quality Commercial Printing 
& Direct Mail under 
one roof ... 
It's done right, on time 
& with a smilel 
PRINTEX 
SYSTEMS 
of Portland, Inc. 
34 Diamond 51. 
P.O. Box 10139 
Portland, Maine 04104 
774-1456 
CRUISE THE STEAMBOAT 
ROUTES ABOARD LONGFELLOW II 
lOam' to 11:30 
LObster Fisheries and Island History Cruise 
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50 
. 'September & October this cruise also departs at 8:30 
, 12:05 to 12:55 
Lunchtime Harbor Cruise 
All seats $3.50 
1:30 to 3:00 
Lighthouse and Shipwreck Cruise 
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50 
3:30 to 5:00 
NaturaliSt Cruise 
Feed Gulls! Watch Seals! 
Breathtakirfg foliage in the autumn. 
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50 
5:30 to 7:00 
Portland Headlight Cruise 
Featuring seafaring folk music 
All Seats $8.50 
7:30 to 10:00 
Sunset & Harborlight Cruise 
Thurs, Sept. 7 
Steamboat Trio 
Sun, Sept. 10 
The Upsetters 
All seats $12.50 
" 
One Long Wharf· Portland· 774-3578 
PHOTO POSTERS 
LET 













Larger than life! 




\ $2~OuFF ! 
I 1 
I our everyday low I 
I Photo Poster price I 
I NOW ONLY '12.95 (reg. '14.951 I 
.: from your 35mm calm negative I 
I Available from a print Of slide for an additional 2.99 I 
I Cannot br: combined with any othtr sale' Of coupon offer I 
I LJmll one Photo PosI:l!f per coupon I 




TRUST THE PROS 
AT BPS PHOTO 
EXPRESSI 
Bring those old photos 
to JUST BLACK & WHITE 
and. we'll put the love 
light back Into them. 
We can copy and enhance your 
old, faded photographs and make 
as many enlargements as you like. 
We'll also process and print all 
types of black & white ~Im and we 
can convert to black & white from 
your color originals. 
JU S 1 54 YORK ST, 761-5861 
" .~ HOSPITAL PATIENTS 
,~ for Better Health Care ~ name and 
save 20OJo to '1 0 OJo on home health care" 
~4  
• ~ G:"fl ... lK.S .•. 
If yoo're abrut to be discharged from a local hospital, tell 
the discharge nurse yoo want the most a.[forr1a.ble home 
nursing agency in soothern Maine to handle yoor home 
nursing care. ' 
Why? Because our rates are up to 70% lower than the 
largest home health agen~ the 
agency they will usuaQy discharge 
you to If yoo don't speak up. 
Better Health Care is a fully 
staffed, Medicare certified home 
health care agency with over 100 
RN's, LPN's, CNNs, Homemakers, 
Physica.I, Speech and Occupational 
therapists available 24 hoors a daQ1; 
7 daivs a week. But to save money; 
you have to ask for UB by name. 
BETTER HEALTH CAllE, 1110. 
.~ better becaUse II'l1 m!IlY care" 
37A Street. So. R:rtland. ME 04106 
Portland: m0680'Bl'UIl8W1ck: 729·aW,Blddeforo: 282-3632 
AN UAL OPfO!l.TUNITY 811l'WlE11 
146 Ocean Sl., South Portland 
Tel. 799-SAVE 
Used & Out-of-Print Books 
We buy books, too. 
Tue. to Fri. 11-5, Sat. 12-4 
Other times by chance ... 
BOATBUILDING BOOKS 
RECENTLY ACQUIRED ... 
Building a Strip Canoe 
Laps/rake BOa/building 




Building Classic SmaIl Craft 
... and much more! 
ALSO, MANY BOOKS ON 
MARITIME TOPICS. 
Stop in for a few minuteSt or 
browse for bours. Enjoy! 












• Produce· Additive free meats 8... poultry • 
• Conscientious videos· Gifts-fun items· 
·Vitamins 8... cosmetics 
537 Shore Road· Cape Elizabeth· 767-2803 
Mon. &. Sat. 9:30-5 • Tues.-Fri. 9:3(}-8 
Portland and South Portland Only 
874-0000 
18 Monument Square/Corner of Fore & Exchange 
THEIRS: 
Public affairs television: 
More and more of less and less 
As public affairs programming withers 
across the country, Portland's locally-pro-
grammed UHF station, W2AAR (channel2A), 
Is preparing for battle with Public Cable for 
access to the "cablewaves." Claiming that 
Publk Cable has unfairly denied access to 
the cable system, c:hannel 2A has asked 
Portland's Broadband Telecommunkatlons 
Network Regulatory Board to decldewhether 
or not Publk Cable must put channel 2A on 
cable. 
The board will conduct a hearing on 
Wednesday, September 13, at 7 p.m. In 
room 209 of Portland City Hall. To put what 
c:hannel2A Is trying to do In context, here's 
a report by television c:rltk Pat Aufderheide 
about what Is happening to public: affairs 
broadcasting elsewhere: 
• 
Don't worry, the Federal Communications 
Commission has calmly assured the public for 
years. Broadcasters - who use public spectrum to 
sell audiences to advertisers - don' t need regula-
tion to make them serve the public interest. (That's 
the quid pro quo for getting access to public spec-
trum for free.) 
Who needs it, when you have the marketplace? 
But according to a just-released study by the 
Nader group Essential Information, "Shortchang-
ing the Viewers," the market stall for public affairs 
programming is ever more bare. Author Jim Do-
nahue, comparing FCC reports from 1979 with 
local lV Guide reports for a sample of 217 lV 
stations from 1988, found that local public affairs 
programming has decreased 39 percent. 
More ominous, the newer entrants to the lV 
marketplace are the worst offenders. Some 63 per-
cent. of Fox Broadcasting ·affiliates air no locally 
produced public affairs programs at all, and a 
whopping 87 percent of Fox stations air no local 
news. (UHF channel 51 is Greater Portland's Fox 
station.) Indeed, 15 percent of all stations had no 
news on the air at all in 1988. 
Interestingly, Donahue also found that total news 
programming is up substantially - 74 percent -
since 1975. Of course, the terms on which it is pro-
duced have changed a lot. Reality programming 
and tabloid lV are eraSing the distinction between 
gOSSip, titillation and news. And the trend, even in 
network news, is heralded in an AprilS Variety, 
whose headline reads, "Introspection at NBC: Is 
No News Good News?" 
AtNBC,ex-GE execa{\d network president Bob 
Wright has shaken up the money-losing news 
department by setting profit-making goals. There's 
been talking of chargIng guests on the "Today" 
show for their appearances, and Wright has even 
raised the specter of abolishing the "Nightly News." 
But in the crucial areas of local news and public 
affairs - the areas where, unlike reality program-
ming and tabloid lV, citizens can participate in 
debate over issues they have an immediate stake in 
- the decline is impressive. 
Why has the broadcast menu changed so much? 
It's simple. Broadcasters can make more money 
running other programs, including sensationalist 
reality shows and infotainment. Of course, that's 
always been true. The difference now is that they 
don't have to air public affairs any more. In the old 
days, before 1984, FCC setminimumguidelines for 
broadcasters: 5 percent of their time to air informa-
tional (public affairs plus news) programming,S 
percent to locally produced programs and 10 per-
cent to non-entertainment programs. To safeguard 
renewal of their licenses, stations mostly met those 
standards, although often with super-low-budget 
shows early in the morning or latl! at night. 
Nowadays, with cutbacks in news staff and 
bottom-line pressures stemming from mergers and 
quick turnover sales (also fostered by deregula-
tion), broadcasters do without the public affairs 
frills. As a CBS affiliate public affairs director in 
North Carolina told Donahue, "You can sell com-
mercials on an hour of Lifestyles of the Rich and 
Famous a whole lot better than on an hour of a 
public affairs show." 
It's not only the content that's gone. So is ac-
countability. In the old days, the FCC required 
broadcasters to make their program logs (the daily 
record of programming) open to the public. No 
longer. An~ when Donahue asked stations and 
networks for their program logs, he got stone-
, walled. A shocking 97 percent of the 1,017 stations 
he contacted refused to give him logs, although 
most stations still keep them. One Fox affiliate 
news and public affairs director simply said, 
'What's in it for me besides wasting my time?" 
The Essential Information report also traces the 
decline in public affairs programs to the FCC's 
abandonment of the Fairness Doctrine since 1987. 
The Doctrine required broadcasters to air contro-
versial programming, and to air it fairly. Since the 
study compares 1988 with FCC studies from the 
19705, it's difficult to trace the.changes directly to 
the end of the Doctrine (which Congress may rein-
state this session). But the data do suggest a power-
fullink between deregulation and changes both in 
programming and in broadcasters' attitudes to-
ward public scrutiny. 
The broadcast industry is not taking the charges 
lying down. The Radio-lV News Directors Asso-
ciation denies that the end of the Doctrine - which 
it and the National Association of Broadcasters 
claim "chilled" airing of controversy because broad-
casters feared accusations of unfair coverage - has 
anything to do with declining public affairs pro-
gramming. RTNDA accuses Essentiallnforma tion 
of ignoring "the enormous changes in the market-
place since 1975" - as if those changes were not 
made possible by deregulation. RTNDA cites the 
growth in the number of broadcast stations (many 
of them, of course, with no local news or public 
affairs), and the growth in cable news shows (al-
though broadcast lV is still the most-watched 
medium, and only half of American lV homes get 
cable). It faults the study for using percentages 
rather than total hours, since more stationscameon 
theairin the period studied. However, the percent-
ages mark a proportional decline in such program-
ming, even if more stations are on the air. Finally, 
RlNDA damns the study for depending on not-
fully-accurate lV Guide listings-although station 
managers left Donahue with no alternative. 
"Shortchanging the Viewers" (available from 
Essential Information, PO Box 19405, Washington 
DC 20036) is the first quantitative study to show 
what many public interest producers, religiOUS 
organizations, UI lions and issue groups have been 
saying for years: The new media marketplace is 
bad for public debate of public issues. It is bolstered 
by other studies. For instance, U.s. Public Interest 
Research Group recently showed that during the 
1988 election, many stations refused to provide 
time to air controversy on ballot issues - even 
though by law they are still required to. Like the 
elegant argument Jay Blumler put forward in his 
recent Benton Foundation study on communica-
tions policy options, it makes the case for develop-
inga regulatory framework that frees broadcasters 
to do programming that's not just focussed on the 
highest rate of return. 
The danger is that the longer we wait, the more 
the evolving landscape comes to look normal to the 
next generation of viewers. American lV viewers 
will feed on an electronic information diet high in 
junk-food news, and low in the essential vitamins 
and minerals for a healthy democracy - vigorous 
and controversial public affairs reporting. 
© 1989 Pat Aufderheide 
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HOME-
SCHOOLING 
CONTINUED from page one 
Back when the "settlers" first invaded Maine, 
homeschooling was the primary form. of 
education - for both the Europeans and the 
Indians. By the 19th century it had nearly 
vanished. But now homeschooling has re-
emerged. 
Playful learning 
"Years ago people said the schools know 
best," says parent Earl Stevens. "I think that's 
happening less. I hope so." A high school drop 
out, Earl knows that public school doesn't work 
for everyone. 
"If a child is obedience-oriented he'll do 
great in school. But there will be real problems 
if he wants to think on his own." And so Earl 
lets his nine-year-old son Jamie think and learn 
on his own in their rambling white house 
behind Portland's Back Cove. 
When Jamie was small, Earl started reading 
and researching elementary education and 
returned to public school. "How can these kids 
stand being here all day long?" he wondered, 
observing from the back of a classroom. He says 
the philosophy of school is that a child won't 
learn unless forced to: "No matter how much 
we smile, how many gerbils we buy for the 
classroom, or how cute the bulletin board is-
kids are being forced to do things they may not 
want to do." 
Earl and Jamie's days at horne together are 
unstructured. "I don't know what we're,going 
to do a day or two ahead," Earl says. Similarly, 
there is no first or last day of Jamie's school 
year. 
Basically, Jamie plays. When he becomes 
interested in something, his father explains, 
they follow up on it. For example, one night 
father and son took a walk and Jamie gazed up 
at the full moon and started asking questions. 
That walk led to buying some astronomy books 
and learning about planets. Earl says that this 
sort of learning is academics stemming from 
something unacademic. "If I said to him, 'Jamie, 
this week we're going to learn about the 
planets' he'd say, 'Give me a break Dad.'" 
Jamie learned to read by being read to -
mostly comic books. He doesn't know phoenics 
and he can't diagram a sentence, but at age nine 
he's reading at a junior high school level. He 
learned to add and subtract by having his own 
savings ~unt. He's had no tests, no home-
work, no required book reports. He goes from 
opening birthday presents to watching televi-
sion to playing with their terrier Molly to trying 
to talk his dad into letting him walk to CVS. 
When asked what he's learned since last 
year, Jamie thinks a moment and says he now 
knows why there is a ,designated hitter on 
American League teams. And he adds that he's 
seen the craters on the moon. He can't think of 
what else he's learned, saying it's hard to put 
things into subject categories: "It all seems the 
same to me." 
His dad thinks Jamie has learned thousands 
of things about the world, n;lture and people 
but that in Jamie's world they all blend into life. 
Jamie shows no interest in going to school. He 
calls it "stupid stuff" that a friend of his is 
doing in school. "If I was in school I'd get a Z in 
everything. I'd be throwing spitballs a lot," 
Jamie says. 
Earl and his wife Linda, a systems anaylist at 
UNUM, have made the commitment to home-
school Jaime until he goes to college or gets a 
job. Earl notes though that homeschooling 
doesn't have to be an 18-year commitment: a 
family can homeschool in the early years to 
"delay the impact" of entering an educational 
institution. 
But the Stevens are willing to go the distance 
with homeschooling. As Earl sees it, "It's 
another way of making life a little more sane for 
your child." 
Homeschoolers constitution 
There were no specific rules for home-
schooling in Maine until 1984. Homes with kids 
studying in them were treated like private 
schools. 
In 1984, four high school superintendents got 
together and wrote up homeschool regulations 
after catching wind of unproven cases of abuse 
and neglect in horneschool situations. When 
these regulations were opened up to a public 
hearing, several hundred people showed up 
and "raised hell" according to Steve Moitow, 
president and founder of the Maine Horne-
school Association. The main gripe, he says, 
was "how dare you regulate without asking the 
regulated?" 
A new committee was formed of superinten-
dents, department of education folk and 
homeschoolers - including Moitozo. The 
committee met 19 times during the summer of 
1984 and hammered out Chapter 130 of the 
department of education's regualtions: a 
homeschoolers' constitution. This uproar 
publicized homeschooling and the number of 
homeschoolers jumped from 25 in 1983-84 to 
120 in 1984-85 and nearly doubled the following 
year. 
The four main items Chapter 130 specified 
are: 175 days of instruction per year; curriculum 
must include language arts, math, science, 
social studies and physical ed ucation; if the 
horne schooling parent is not certified as a 
teacher, she must meet with a support group 
four times a year; and a method of annual 
assessment chosen by the parent must be given 
once a year to measure the student's progress. 
Things were quiet on the horne front after 
Chapter 130 went into effect, and more and 
more homeschooled children sprouted up each 
year. But things heated up again last May when 
the legislature's education committee consid-
ered creating a lO-member panel to study 
whether educational alternatives such as 
homeschooling need more explicit state guide-
lines. 
Again, 200 people showed up for the public 
hearing in Augusta. "You could not move in the 
hall outside the meeting room," relates 
Moitow. It was a hot day. Tempers flared. 
Proponents of the bill said homeschooling is 
unsupervised and needs more state require-
ments. Opponents said leave us alone. "It was 
not pretty at al!," Moitozo.adds. The committee 
killed the bill 13-0, but they weren't done with 
homeschooling yet. 
Christian learning 
"There were a lot of conflicting values, says 
Bonnie Mikoski. "We couldn't see eye to eye 
with the schooL" 
Bonnie saw her two sons' values becoming 
diluted during their years in public school. She 
didn't want them exposed to things that she 
and her husband - both of whom are born-
again Christians - didn't approve of: rock 
music, profanity, pro-choice attitudes. 
Bonnie also saw that although her sons got 
good grades, they were not enthused about 
learning. She wanted something different for 
them, but she didn't jump right into home-
schooling. 
"I had my doubts as to whether I could do 
it," says Bonnie, who calls herself a homemaker 
and has a high school degree. She researched 
homeschooling for a year and read about 
childhood development Then she asked her 
two sons if they wanted to stay horne and learn, 
asking for only a one-year commitment to start. 
Thomas was intrigued by the novelty and 
adventure of it and said yes. Nathan, one year 
. older, said no and went off to junior high 
school. But he only stayed there two weeks 
before he decided he wanted to join them at 
horne. Now Nathan, 13, and Thomas, 12, are 
entering their third year of homeschooling. 
Days at the Mikoski house, a tidy, square 
house within walking distance of the public 
elementary school in Westbrook, are structured. 
Days begin at 7 a.m. with household chores that 
Bonnie says teaches them dependability and 
conSistency. After breakfast there are two hours 
of rote learning using math and English work-
books. 
In the afternoon, with history and science, 
there is more leeway. "As long as they're 
learning and as long as they're progressing," 
says Bonnie. 'They know they're expected to 
learn. They can't be slouches." Thomas has 
tranched off into reading Bible history novels 
and studying marine biology while Nathan is 
more interested in the forest and its creatures. 
There are various projects such as building a 
model of the human ear and tuming a beach 
ball into a globe. Nathan corresponded with 
school children on a South Pacific island to 
learn more about their country. Thomas wrote 
to stamp clearing houses and has received more 
Thomas Mlkoskl's schooling Includes volunteering at a Jewish rest home. 
than 4,000 stamps in the mail. "Boredom has 
not been one of our problems," says Bonnie. 
"They rarely, I mean rarely, complain that 
they're bored." 
Bonnie buys textbooks from a Christian-
based child development center in Washington 
that also gives Bonnie pointers along the way. 
Money's tight at times. Bonnie says they spend 
several hundred dollars a year on books and 
supplies. And each year they make a big 
investment: a set of encyclopedias the first year, 
a computer the next. 
Nathan and Thomas take tests twice a year 
that are supplied and graded by the same 
Washington company. The test results assess 
the students' skills and offer suggestions for 
Bonnie. '1t shows me where I need to help 
them." 
Bonnie keeps a file of each son's paperwork, 
files thick after two years. She tries to keeps a 
daily journal of activities. One day's entry 
included math problems, a trip to the dentist, 
volunteer work at a Munjoy Hill nurSing home 
and Bible readings as that day's learning. 
Their learning also involves going through a 
book about Christian values every week with 
their father. Bonnie and Kevin want their kids 
to have a personal relationship with Christ and 
to weave Christ into every avenue of their lives. 
In fact, Bonnie sees the bottom line of education 
as helping children to live for Christ. 
As Bonnie scan·s.through a Bible searching 
for a line about preparing for eternal life, 
Nathan comes'in from the paper route he shares 
with Thomas. Shily, he says it was a slow day 
because of the thunder shower. In the next 
room, two-year-old Andrew stirs in his crib. 
Bonnie is excited about homeschooling Andrew 
from the start. "If I could go backr that's how I'd 
do it." 
No more local review 
In July of this year, another homeschool bill 
was up to bat and the state legislature's educa-
tion committee made changes to Chapter 130 
that affect the homeschool application process. 
As it was, homeschoolers had to submit their 
applications to their local school board and 
superintendent for approval. Although Chapter 
130 clearly states that each local school board is 
required to adopt homeschool rules by July 1, 
1985, that conform to Chapter 130 require-
ments, some school boards were taking liber-
ties: the policy at SAD 17 in Oxford read "all 
homeschool applications will be disapproved"; 
the Yarmouth school board takes the stance that 
homeschooling doesn't offer proper socializa-
tion and thus turned down applications. 
In March, Moitow collected homeschool 
policies from 70 different school boards, about a 
third of those in the state. MoHozo found that 
18 school boards, including Portland and Free-
port, had no written policy. Another 48 boards, 
including Westbrook and Gorham, had policies 
contrary to Chapter 130. Thus 94 percent of 
these school boards' policies were not in 
compliance with the 1984 law. 
Seeing the range of local policies, the educa-
tion committee voted to change the law so that 
homeschool applications now bypass local 
school boards. The local superintendent will 
receive a copy of the application, but the 
commissioner will make the decisions. Since 
this change in law was tagged emergency 
legislation, it went into effect the minute Gov. 
McKernan signed the bill on July 7. Moitozo 
calls the immediacy "the cherry on top of the 
frosting on top of the cake." 
Still, homeschooled children are under the 
auspices of the school district they live in and 
each local school sets the tone for its relation-
ship with its homeschoolers. Some schools such 
as Portland, South Portland and Falmouth have 
supportive, positive relationships with their 
homeschoolers. They share their text books and 
resources, allow them to attend classes such as 
computers, art or gym, if desired and open 
extra-curricular activities to them. (No home-
schooler, however, can compete on a high 
school sports team because of a ruling by the 
Maine Secondary Schools Principal Associa-
tion.) 
"I don't see it as a threat to the public school 
system or the quali ty of education offered to 
children," says Don C1erico, deputy superinten-
dent in South Portland who handles the three to 
four homeschool families there. 
Other schools wash their hands of homes-
cho<1\ers. "Once someone made a conscious 
effort to remove a youngster from the school we 
thought that break should be as clean as 
possible," says superintendent Edward Con-
nolly explaining why Westbrook offers nothing 
to homeschool kids. The school board there 
adopted this no-involvement policy in the 
summer of 1987 to avoid what Connolly calls 
the "antithetical situation" created by homes-
choolers. 
By law, school systems can count a home-
schooler as a half-attendee and thus receive half 
of the normal state subsidy. The average 
subsidy received for homeschoolers is $1,200. In 
towns like Portland, South Portland and 
Falmouth, homeschoolers there can see some of 
that money by having access to school facilities, 
resources and activities. But in towns like 
Westbrook, horne schoolers see none of the 
$1,200 the school system receives just because 
they li ve in tha t district. . 
Diverse learning 
"One system isn't right for everyone. We're 
all individuals," says Theresa Luce whose three 
children have all homeschooled at one point or 
another. 
Tara, 18, homeschooled her eighth grade 
year and took her junior year off from Cather-
ine McCauley High School. She went in one 
Friday and told them she wouldn' t be in on 
Monday. They tried to talk her out of it but she 
had made up her mind. 
The summer before Tara had been one of the 
11 United States delegates to attend an interna-
tional peace camp in Russia. She spent six 
weeks there. She learned bits of Russian, Polish 
and other languages. She met Nicaraguan 
orphans. She says that after that experience she 
had a hard time going back to a school where 
kids worry about their hair styles. 
Although some of her friends teased her 
about copping Qut, she had more things going 
that year than during regular school years. In 
addition to reading and writing, she was 
tutored in calculus and French, took voice 
CONTINUED on next page 
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CONTINUED from previous page 
lessons, worked 20 hours a week, coached girls 
basketball at a local elementary school, com-
peted on the school debate team and volun-
teered with the Maine Peace Campaign. 
When Tara returned to school her senior year 
she was bored by the third week and felt ready 
to leave - but stuck around because she liked 
her English teacher and because of non-aca-
demics such as soccer and the debate team. 
Tara, wearing a religious medallion, a new 
age crystal and a pin of the earth, is off to 
Hampshire College this fall, an alternative 
college with no tests and where the professors 
go by their first names. 
Jeffory, two years younger than Tara, home-
schooled during his sixth and eighth grade 
years but wasn't crazy about it. He tarted ninth 
grade at Chevrus High School because he 
wanted more of a social life and intends to 
finish out his schooling there and go on to 
college to study engineering. He prefers the 
structure of school: "I'm bright and 1 like being 
told what to do. It's easier for me." 
Joshua, 11, has been homeschooled since half 
way through first grade. Theresa had watched 
Joshua go from being bubbly and sweet to 
angry and troubled. The school suggested 
testing and medication. Theresa chose to take 
him home. 
Joshua nods that he feels like he's different 
from school kids but that seems to be okay with 
him. He's into bikes - taking them apart and 
putting them back together. He still gets 
hassled about homeschooling. An old man at 
the Shop 'n Save always harps on him about not 
being in school. His grandparents ask him if 
he's in real school yet. 
Although they all homeschooled, the three 
Luce children have different views of home 
schooling. 
"At school you get so much handed to you. 
When you're homeschooled you have to go get 
it," says Tara, who's not so sure she'd attend 
school as much if she did it over again. 
Jeffory says he won't go back to homes-
chooling nor will he consider it for his own 
kids. 
Joshua shakes his head that he doesn' t want 
to go back to public school. 
Theresa, their mother, is encouraged that her 
three kids don't all think alike about home-
schooling: "That's a sign I'm doiJ1g it right." 
Homeschool boom 
Maine is not unique in its homeschool boom; 
other states are bursting with homeschoolers 
too. Colorado, for example, went from 54 
approved homeschoolers in 1980-81 to 835 in 
1987-88. 
Estimates of the number of homeschooled 
children nationwide range between half a 
million and a million. There's no way to get an 
exact head count since some states lump their 
homeschoolers in with aU other non-public 
school attendees and because of those home-
schoolers who go unrecorded. 
Moitow estimates that in Maine there are 
around 350 unapproved homeschoolers. He 
says children under the compulsory school age 
of seven account for the bulk of these un-
knowns. The others, he explains, "would rather 
not have anybody know about them because 
they fear interference." 
The homeschool movement though is not an 
underground movement. There are books on it 
and more than 25 curricula available specifi-
cally designed for homeschool use. There are 
home school support groups and newsletters 
springing up across the country. Maine has ten 
support groups and a statewide association for 
homeschoolers (see sidebar). 
Arnold Johnson, the approval consultant at 
the Department of Educational and Cultural 
Services (DECS), who in late August was 
swamped with a backlog of 400 homeschool ap-
plications, says the main factor behind the 
growth is simply that more people are becom-
ing aware that it's possible. 
Every state allows homeschooling, but the 
restrictions vary. Maine is among the 32 states 
that have adopted specific homeschool regula-
tions ranging from restrictive to lenient. Twelve 
states treat homeschoolers like private or 
church schools. The remaining eight require 
local school approval for all homeschool 
applications (as Maine did up until July). Only 
two states - Michigan and Iowa - require that 
the tutor/parent have a teaching certificate. 
Tara and Joshua Luce: different of homeschoollng within one family. 
Geographically, the south and west tend to be 
more lenient, the north and ~ast more restric-
tive. 
After the handful of studies done about 
homeschoolers there is still no indication that 
children suffer academically or socially in any 
way from homeschooling. Still there are oppo-
nents. "There are those special instances where 
youngsters bloom in that kind of setting," 
concedes Superintendent Frank Harrison of 
Yarmouth, "but I think that's the exception not 
the rule." 
Most of the opposition comes from people 
working in the public school system. "It's 
always a threat to school officials as it calls the 
professionalism of education into question 
because there are people without educational 
degrees or teaching experience saying they can 
do better than the schools can," homeschool 
parent Earl Stevens offers as an explanation. 
While the decision to homeschool may be 
based on a better environment or a better way 
of learning, getting and keeping homeschool 
rights isn't based on home schooling being 
better that other schooling. "Parents ought to 
have choices," says Moitozo, "just choices on 
how their kids are taught." 
"Just doing stuff" learning 
"I thinlt-that if you don't fit the system, don't 
fit the mold, it (homeschooling) can be a good 
way around it. The system can crush a child," 
says Tim Holt,. 30, who was 11 when he and his 
three brothers started homeschooling at their 
home in Bath back in 1970. 
Maria Holt, his mother and now a state 
representative for the Bath area, says that they 
were having increasing difficulty with the . 
public schools. "It is very, very hard to see 
children coming home from school discour-
aged," she says of their years at public schools 
in New Hampshire and Princeton, New Jersey. 
The last straw came when the family moved 
to Maine and the four Holt boys were told by 
the school that they had to cut the ear-length 
hair that the boys wore to emulate the Beatles. 
"They looked fine to me:' Maria says. The 
school didn't think so. 
All four were expelled. "And I said, 'Well, 
good: " relates Maria. She started homes-
chooling them. 
It wasn't easy to be home school pioneers in 
the 1970s. The school hassled them, calling the 
boys truant even though they had been ex-
pelled. The state insisted that Maria get certified 
as a teacher. They were alone. Tim says they 
knew of only one other family in Maine that 
was home schooling at the time. Tim remem-
bers feeling isolated in a way, as if they had 
been banished from the community. 
Tim' s years from age 11 until age 19 when he 
went to UMO were totally unstructured. He 
says there was a lot of bike riding and television 
watching. He says his parents supplied stuff 
but didn't tell them to use it. But Tim ultimately 
picked up a cursive writing book and gave 
some slant to his handwriting. For about half a 
- year he looked at things under a microscope. 
He did a lot of bird watching. 
When he was 19 he picked up SAT prep 
books and studied for four months, scoring a 
combined 1350 and then going to UMO. "I 
thought I was going to flunk out," Tim says of 
entering college. He got straight "N's. 
He had a little harder time outside of the 
classroom. He caUs it culture shock because he 
had never seen kids drinking or smoking pot. 
He wasn't comfortable ar~tind women and he 
had lost touch with rock and roll and didn't 
know who Led Zeppelin yvas. 
"I still have some problems with social life," 
says Tim, who lives in Camden and recently 
started a software engineer job in Rockport. He 
feels that what he missed out on the most was 
the social and group learning. He felt unpre-
pared for all the game playing in the real world 
and says that school would have been a training 
place for that. 
But Tim admits that homeschooling isn't the 
only factor that's determined his sociality. Both 
Tim and his mother describe him as shy. He 
was shy even when he was in public school. 
And while Tim accounts for his bachelorhood 
by saying he's too thoughtful and too consider-
ate - are those signs of someone improperly 
socialized? 
In general it's hard to pinpoint the effects of 
homeschools. One brother, who built lutes and 
guitars as a boy, is now, as Tim describes him, a 
yuppie. The youngest brother, who is described 
as the stablest in the family, spent the least 
number of years in public school. Now at pilot 
at TW A, he started h6meschooling at age ?ix. 
The other brother is a house painter. Tim feels 
that the four boys grew up differently than 
~ther brothers, with less fighting and competi-
tion, because of homeschooling: "We were 
really forced to be friends." 
Maria says homeschooling won't always do 
better than the public school system but that it 
definitely won't do worse. "If they could build 
on the reasons people homeschool they could 
change the schools "to make them far more 
attractive and happy places for the children and 
teachers would benefit too," Maria says. 
Reviewing his homeschool years, Tim says, 
"I would think most of all it showed you that 
you learn a lot from just doing stuff. Much 
more than people really realize. Much more 
than the state and the schools want to realize." 
J 
Kelly Nelwn, a regular contributor to Casco Bay Weekly, 
starts driving her yellow car to graduate school this week. 
I: [IB! «3: (.1.' I il U'li) it3 U 
The Greater Portland Homeschoolers 
meet the third Friday of every month for 
support and to plan family activities. For 
more information call 774-7053 or 799-0913. 
The Maine Homeschool Association in 
Auburn provides information on homes-
chooling, helps with curriculum selection, 
connects homeschoolers with local support 
groups and sends out a newsletter. For 
more information call 777-1700. 
The Home School Legal Defense Asso-
ciation is based near Washington, D.C. For 
a $100 annual family membership fee, a 
family will receive legal representation 
should they run into problems with their 
sch091 district. For more information call 
703-882-3838. 
THE ARC HE SHOE CONC;;; IllinXhom 
Color, comfort, quality and simplicity. 
A certain way of feeling good. 
A way of life. 
Available in the softest skins 
in a variety of sumptuous styles 
and luscious shades. 
Only at Amaryllis. 
;~/~cu.tC 
AMARYLLIS 
Amaryllis Clothing Co. 






LONGFELLOW CRUISE -Portland 
7:30-10:00PM 
SEPTEMBER 15, 16 
SPRING PT. CAFE- So. Portland 
DON'T GET MAD ••• GET UPSET! 
• The last of the "After 
Dark Against AIDS" series to 
raise money for the "AIDS 
Prn;prt and educate .the public 
AIDS takes place 
tonight at Moose Alley, 46 
Market St., Portland. Many 
local night clubs have hosted 
entertainment for the sucess-
~l series. Tonight's show , 
features the local rock & roll 
band Split 50. For more 
information, call 774-5246. 
• Portland's first photo 
gallery opens today with an 
exhibit of prints by Eliot 
Porter. Two portfolios of dye 
transfer photographs "Trees" 
and "Certain Passages" 
contain some of Porter's most 
famous images of landscapes 
and flora. The Evans Gallery 
is located at 7 Pleasant St., 
Portland. The exhibit contin-
ues through Oct. 7. Hours are 
Tuesday-Saturday 10 a.m.-6 
p.m., Thursday until 9 p.m. 
For more information, call 
879-0042. 
• The band 'Til Tuesday 
went from Kenmore Square to 
MTV with their art-pop hit 
"Yoices Carry." Members of 
'Til Tuesday and another 
Boston group New Man have 
regrouped to form Ultra Blue 
in town for a gig at the Tree 
Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Port-
land. 
• Anni Clark, a Portland-
based folk/rock songwriter, is 
having a record release party 
for her new album "Shoulda 
Coulda." The album, recorded 
locally at Studio 3 and in 
Nashville, Tenn., is hitting the 
stores this week. The party is 
at Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., 
Portland. Tickets are $4 in 
adva~ce, $5 at the door. 
Moon poetry ••• 
The Chinese Lunar Festival 
is celebrated September 15. 
For more infonria-
tion, {:all 773-6886. 
THURSDAY 917 
BULLET LAVOLTA 
A METALCORE, THRASH, 
POST·PUNK BAND 
& BRllTLE BODY 9PM 




DEBUT OF PORTLAND'S 
NEWEST BAND 
~\\\,,\..\l \ 
KING SUNNY ADE 
" HIS 21 PIECE AFRO·POP ORCHESTRA 
• FROM LAGOS NIGERIA 
• RATEO 111 LIVE CONCERT IN 1988 
(W.J .• PRESS HERALD) 







LA FETE FRANCAISE 
WITH 
PHILIPPE BRUNEAU 
Saturday, Sept. 9th, 8:00 PI 
Portland Performing Arts Center 
25A Forest Ave. 
Tickets $11 Call: 774.()465 
Available also at Amadeus Music 
& Gallery Music 
198a MUSIC SERIES PRESENTED BY PORTlAND PERFORMING ARTS 
• Maine's historic religious 
architecture is the topiC of a 
lecture being given this 
afternoon by Earle G. Shettle-
worth, director of the Maim! 
Historic Preservation Com-
mission. The lecture is part of 
a series of events organized 
by the New Gloucester His-
torical Society to raise money 
for the restoration of the 
Universalist Meeting House. 
Today's event is at 3 p.m. at 
the Meeting House, Rt. 231, 
New Gloucester. Admission is 
free, but donations are ac-
cepted. For more information, 
call 926-4469 or 926-4021. 
• Steven Sondhein's musi-
cal "A Funny Thing Hap-
pened on the Way to the 
Foiurn" is being presented at 
the Ogunquit Square Theatre, 
where Bette Davis made her 
stage debut, filling in for an 
ailing actress. The musical 
opens tonig,ht at the Ogunquit 
Square Theater and continues 
through October 23. 
Showtime is 8 pm. For more 
information, call 646-5151. 
• USM's Dance Week, a 
week-long residency by the 
Boston-based Portland Arts 
Ensemble, begins today and 
concludes with a performance 
Friday. During the week there 
will be public workshops in 
modem and jazz dance 
technique as well as self 
defense as a form of dance. 
Today's activities include a 
self-defense workshop at 9 
a.m. at the Campus Center in 
Portland, movement improvi-
satiO!! for actors at 2 p.m. at 
Russell Square Theater and 
intermediate modem dance 
technique at 4 p.m. in the 
small gym on the Gorham 
campus. The cost for each 
class is $3 for the public. For a 
complete schedule of work· 
shops see the Listings. 
• Who knows who will 
stop by to jam when the mem-
bers of the Southern Maine 
Blues Society meet tonight at 
Raoul's? The society formed 
to promote the blues in south-
ern Maine and it welcomes 













around for a jam session (John 
Hammond showed up last 
month). The meeting is at 7 
p.m.; the jam follows. Raoul's 
is located at 86~Forest Ave., 
Portland. For more informa-
tion, call 871-0425. 
• Economics for lunch ... 
"The Political and Economic 
Future of Hong Kong" is the 
first lecture of the World 
Affairs Council fall series. 
Kerry McGlynn, senior repre-
sentative of the Hong Kong 
government in New York, 
will speak about the restora- . 
tion of Hong Kong to the 
People's Republic of China 
and its impact on the world 
economy, at noon in the First 
Parish Church, 425 Congress 
St., Portland. The lecture is $3. 
For more information, call 
780-4551. 
• A concert of new music 
starts off the season of musical 
Michael Robinson 
had some well chosen words for 
Uncle Billy's Bar·B-Que* 
Here's a sample: 
"funky ... incredibly good (food) 
... The meatiest, the smokiest, the best 
ribs I've ever tasted ... physical crav· 
ing ... addictive ... perfect ribs, l"7fect 
slaw, perfect beans, perfect chIcken 
... meat so tender that a slIong word 
will separate it from the bone 
... ready to explode with fife and 




800 .... St., South Portland. 767·7118 
Hours: 4 '10:30 ,.In. T .. &day througb Sunday. 
Closed MoNlays. Beer aNI wi ... 
• MaiM SUIIdoy Tdcgram.}uly 3D, 1989 
offerings on college campUses 
this fall. Yiolinist Sandra 
Goldberg and pianist and 
composer Elliott Schwarz 
perform works by Tom 
Johnson, Morton Feldman, 
Joan Tower and Cornelius 
Cardew at 3:15 p.m. in 
Daggett Lounge, Wentworth 
Hall, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. For more informa-
tion, call 725-3321. 
• The season ends at 
SeaPAC when Jerry Garcia 
and Bob Weir of the Grateful 
Dead take the stage for a 
concert of their acoustic music 
at 7 p.m. There are still tickets 
available at the box office at 
SeaP AC in Old Orchard Beach 
and at the Record Exchange in 
Portland: $20 on advance, $21 








.. ..' ... 
THEMOVIES . 
SEPT. 6·10 WED-SAT 6:45,9:15 
.I.SAT-SUN MAT 1 
SEPT, 9·12 SAT-SUN MAT 3:30 
sUN - TUBS 7:15. 9 
Sadliana ~ 1"'-::::'~7.'~':..": 
SEPT. 13·19 WED-TUBS 7, 9:15 
ONEWEEK SAT-SUN MAT 1,3:15 
lets get lost 
10 Eachan SI. Portland 772·9600 
• The Riverwatch Associa-
tion, which monitors the 
Presumscot River for pollut-
ants, meets tonight at 7 p:m. 
in 310 Luther Bonney Hall on 
the USM Portland campus. 
Anyone interested the th,e fate 
of the river is welcome to 
attend. For more information, 
call 774-9891. 
• Working globally, the 
local chapter of Amnesty 
International meets the sec-
ond Thursday of each month 
7 p.m. at Woodfords Congre-
gational Church, 202 
Woodfords St., Portland. The 
chap\er works on letter writ-
ing [10 free political prisoners 
around the world. Anyone 
interested in working with 
Amnesty International is 
welcome to attend. 
• Karla BonoH returns to 
Portland for a show at 
Raoul's. The singer/song-
writer packed the City Hall 
Auditorium twice at the New 
Years Portland festivities last 
year. Tonight's show 






Open 6 Days 10 a.m.·1 0 p.m. 
147 Cumbertand Ave. Portland 
• Oboist Neil Boyer per-
forms Poulenc's "Trio for 
Oboe, Bassoon and Hom," 
Herzogenberg's "Trio for 
Oboe, Hom and Piano" and 
Mozart's "Concerto for Oboe 
in C Major" at the first in the 
Faculty Concert Series at 
USM. Boyer, who is the 
principal oboist for the PSO, 
will be joined by three mem-
.bers of the successful Block 
Ensemble for tonight's concert 
is at 8 p.m. in Corthell Concert 
Hall on the Gorham campus. 
Tickets are $7/$4. For reServa-
tions, call 780-5555. 
• The Performing Arts En-
semble concludes their week 
at USM (see Monday) with a 
performance of dance works 
by Pooh Kaye, Danny CQsta, 
and David Dorfman, whose 
work "Elemental Hunch" was 
performed this year at the 
Maine Festival. Dancers Art 
Bridgeman and Myrna Packer 
jOin the ensemble for the 8 
p.m. show at Russell Square 
Theatre at the USM Gorham 
campus. Tickets are $8/$5. 
For more information, call 
874-6590. 
Thanks to you we had 
millions of cans of food, 
resulting in millions being 
fed. But we still need your 
help. There are millions 
storving for it. 
• The Chinese American 
Friendship Association is 
celebrating the Chinese Lunar 
Festival with poetry and 
Chinese mooncakes. Professor 
Lin Yu of Bowdoin College 
will read moon poems by 
Chinese poets and speak 
about Chinese poetry. A 
mooncake reception follows 
the reading. The festival takes 
place at 7 p.m. in 311 Luther 
Bonney Hall, USM Portland. 
For more information, call 
773-3192. 
• Mamma T.ongue fuses 
African drumming and 
rhythms with American jazz 
melodies in a show that 
guarentees the audience will 
be on thier feet moving to the 
rhythms. The six-member 
band includes John McDowell 
on piano and drums, Stan 
Strickland on sax, Karam 
Sabally and Clifton Robinson 
plying traditonal drums, 
Michael Rivard on bass and 
the dancer Amaneyea Payne. 
Mamma Tongue plays tonight 









Restaurant and Tavern 
"Labor Day may be 
over but it's still 
sunny and warm on 
our fabulous deck. 
Have lunch and 
get a tan ... free!" 








last Thu~sday, four Portland Police officers chased David "The Dogman" 
Koplow IOtO a dark garage then arrested him and impounded his six d09s. 
The four armed cops claimed that the Dogman hit one of them (behind a 
closed door where no one else could seel and charged Kaplow with 
"obstructing justice: 
Show the Portland Police Department how you feel about whal they did. 
For your "HANDS OFF THE DOGMAN" T·shirt, send $12 (cash, check or 
money order! and the address label below to: D09man Shirt, P.O.B. 
16047, Portland, ME 04101. Specify size: M, l or Xl. Profits will be 
available to Koplow for his defense. 
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SILVER 
SCREEN 
result of who they are, rather 
than characters who are inter-
preted as being a certain way 
as a result of the plot. This 
gives the movie a momentum 
which pushes the story for-
ward. 
Bu t as the story moves for':. 
ward, the theme turns inward. 
Each of the four finally must 
confront not only their own 
inhibitions, but also the lies 
they have told each other - and 
themselves - about those fears. 
As they fight wi th their lies, the 
film takes a tum toward the 
truth. The movie ends as a psy-
chological study. It is not so 
much a conclusion as some-
thing new. 
sex and lies 
The greatness behind "sex, 
lies and videotape" rests not 
only in the film itself, but more 
so in what happens to those 
who view it after they leave the 
theater. It encourages honest 
dialogue gently - without big 
issues, gaudy special effects or 
a cast of thousands. 
"sex, lies and videotape," the 
first feature film of writer-
director Steven Soderbergh, 
has a simplicity that results 
from its small cast and narrow 
focus. The four characters -
Ann, her husband John, her 
.sister Cynthia, and John's old 
college friend Graham - have 
one thing on their mind: sex. 
It isn't easy for any of them. 
Ann (Andie MacDowell) can't 
think about sex; her frigidity 
manifests itself in an imper-
sonal obsession with the 
world's problems. John (Peter 
Gallagher) just wants to have it 
and when Ann turns off, he 
turns to her sister Cynthia 
(Laura San Giacomo). Cynthia 
appears to be the most relaxed: 
she knows when and where 
she wants it, but she's lonely. 
When the impotent Graham 
(James Spader) comes to town 
with a collection of video tapes 
of interviews with women 
discussing their sex lives, he 
stirs up the lives of this menage 
Ii trois without wanting to. 
The film begins with sex and 
lies: a sex comedy. As the 
quartet's sexual quirks are 
revealed through bits of dia-
logue and the subtle gestures of 
body language, the movie 
touches what is funny about 
sexual inhibitions - or the lack 
of them. The script and the cast 
present characters who act as a 
There is nothing predictable 
about "sex, lies and videotape" 
because there is no formula to 
follow. But neither is there 
anything inconsistent. Every 
word uttered and every gesture 
made is a part of the whole, 
which comes back to mind 
minutes, hours and days after 
seeing the movie. 
"sex, lies and videotape" is 
playing at the General Cinema 
Maine Mall. 
Ann Sitomer 
The Abyss is the latest from down 
under. and this time it's not Australia. 
The undersea epic offers great deep-
sea special effects, but the plot is be-
wildering. A submarine, a nuclear 
warhead, a deranged naval officer and 
an alien creature all figure in the story. 
Ed Hams and Mary Elizabeth Mastran-
tonio star. 
Batman Michael Keaton is Bruce 
Wayne, fighting against a{l oppressive 
evil world of Gotham City lorded by the 
Joker (Jack Nicholson). The sets are 
designed by Anton Furst, who designed 
the sets for Stanley Kubricl\·s -Full Metal 
Jacket, - among other films. The movie 
has a wonderful look. Unfortunately 
the plot and characters fall far short oi 





Maine Mall Road, S Portland 
n4·1022 ..lI, U •• and vkl.ot.~ (II) 
1.3:10, 5:20. 7:30.9:45 
Tum ... & Hootch CPGI 
12:45.3.5:10.7:15.9:25 
P ... n.hood (PG.UI 
12:45.3:45. 7.9:50 
L.thal ••• pon II IA) 
1:45, 4,7:05,9:30 
alltng" CPG.13. 
1:30,4:30, 7'20, 10 
(no 1:30 show Sat-Sun) 
Honey. I Shrunk the Kid. IPO) 
1.3:10.5:20.7:25.9:35 (lhrough Sop 7) 
Peter Pan (a) 
Sat-Son at 1:30 
The "by .. IPG .. 13) 
1,4,7, 10 
Klckbo .... CRt 
(opens Sop 8) 
1. 3:JO. 5:20. 7:25. 9:35 
Nickelodeon 
TefT1)le and Middle, Ponland 
n2-9751 
R.lent .... (R) 
1:15,4:15,7:15.9;10 
Uncle Bu .... CPC) 
1:10. 4:20.7. 9:20 
c..uattl •• of War (R) 
1:25.4:10.7:10. 9:30 
Dud P_ •• _Ie', CPGI 
1.4:15.6:45.9:15 
When Hany M •• Sau, CPC,'31 
1:30. 4. 7:30. 9:45 
Indiana JorI •• ..,d 
the La .. eru.ad.IPQ.i3) 
1:20. 4:05.6:50. 0:15 
The Movies 
10 ExchanQe, Portland 
m-1l6oo 
Pe.1e the Con ......... 
8op6-9 
Wed-Sa! at 6:45, 9:15 
SlIdhan. 
Sop 9-12 
Sal-Sun mat at 3:30 
Sun-Tue at 7:15. 9 
L.t'. a.t Lo.t 
Sop 13-19 
Wed-Tue at 7, 9:15 




All times through Thursday; cal ahead 
lor FrKiay's changes 
Unci. Buck CPCI 
7.9, weekend mall, 3 
When Hany II •• Sally CAl 
7:15,9:15, weekend mati at f:15, 3:15 
A.I.ntl ... (A) 
7,9, weekend mats at " 4 
C..".ttl •• 0' W., (R) 
7, 9, weekend mats all. 3 
St.,,....k 
7:15, waekend mat at 1:15 
'ndlaM Jon •• and 
'he L ... cn..a ... CPQ.131 
g:15, weekend mar at 3:15 
Evening Star 
Schedule subject to change 
Tontine Mall, Brunswick 
729-5486 
L •• It Ald. CPQ.t31 
7,8:55 (through $up n 
Prides Corner Drive·ln 
Bridglon Road. Wesll>rook 
797·3154 
Saco Drive-In 
At. 1, Saco 
282·4386 
Casualties of War Michael J. Fox 
and Sean Penn star in this movie 
based on the true story of five soldier~ 
in Vietnam who kidnap, rape and mur-
der a Vietnamese women during an 
extended patrol. The story was origi-
nally reported in The New Yorker 
magazine in the late ·60s, and is unique 
i~ that four Of. the men were actually 
med and conVicted. The movie depicts 
neither the horror of the crime nor the 
difficulty with which the soldiers were · 
brought to justice. Sean Penn plays the 
leader of the pack. who turns from a 
bad boy into a violent man after the 
death of a close friend during an am-
bush by the Vietcong. Fox plays the 
one man in the squad, who won't go 
afong with crime and can do nothing to 
save the lile of the captive. The story's 
drama -the violence of the crime, the 
good soldier's impotence and his even-
,,!aI c:oura~ - are virtually ignored by 
d1reCCor Brian de Palma. -The movie 
seems to glorify the crime and under-
state the justice. De Palma should stick 
to fiction; his true-life stories rome 
across as a sick macho fantasy. 
. ' 
Dead Poets Society Peter Weir·s 
movieisaboutagroupof schoolboys in 
a strict New England prep school who 
are inspired by an English teacher 
(Robin Williams) to look beyond the 
ordinary and to live their own dreams 
rather than conform to the expecta-
tions of their parents and schoolmas-
ters. Williams· acting does little to in-
spire, but his character gives the rest of 
the story the impetus it needs to carry 
on without him. Using the haunting and 
mystical images that have berome his 
trademark, Weir makes the boys· initia- ' 
tion into life, love and poetry extraordi-
nary. 
Indiana Jones and the Last Cr ... 
sade The third part in the Indiana 
Jones trilogy maintains the sense of 
humor and adventure in the previous 
installments. River Phoenix does a 
good job as the adolescent )ndie and 
Sean Connery lays aside hb own repu-
tation as a man of adventure to play 
Indie·s stolid academic father. 
Lethal Weapon II Danny 
Mel Gibson play two caps fighting South 
African drug smugglers. Lots of prod-
uct placement and politically correct 
asides make up the bulk of this one. 
The movie starts in the beginning of a 
car chase; plot is something which 
never seems to cross the producer"s 
mind. 
Let It Ride Richard Dreyfuss plays a 
habitual gambler who tries for one last 
big win and hIts. Terri Garr and David 
Johnson also star. 
Let~s Get Lost Bruce Weber docu-
mentary on the rise. fall and comeback 
of the jazz trumpeter Chet Baker. who 
began his career playing with &uch 
greats as Chartie Parker and Gerry 
Mulligan. His drug "ddiction lead to his 
decline. the movie was made in the 
year before Baker"s death and con-
tains clips, and interviews with baker 
and friends. 
Parenthood Ron Howard·s tale of child 
rearing in middle-class America. Steve 
Martin plays the man with a high pres-
sure job, who wants to be superdad. 
While Jason Robards and a cast of 
thousands meander through some 
tasteless humor about family life. pep-
pered with a few serious and poignant 
moments. 
Pelle the Conqueror Max von Sydow 
plays a drunken Swedish widower who 
leaves his counl/y with his young son 
Pelle to seek a better life. The movie 
focuses on the pair"s struggles With the 
tyrannical farm manager where they 
have found employment and young 
Pelle·s struggle to raise above it all. 
Relentless Judd Nelson plays a cap·s 
son whose relationship with his father 
pushes him over the edge. 
Sadhana "The New Age Film of the 
·80s' is the producer"s description. A 
successful Canadian restaurant owner 
seeks truth in India. The film climaxes 
in a spectacular gathering of millions 
for the Kumbh Mela on the banks of the 
Ganges. 
Turner and Hooch Tom Hanks plays 
a cop with a dog. Both boys work to 
bust a drug-smuggling ring and still 
have time for a romance. 
Uncle Buck is John Candy·s annual 
summer comedy - this year directed 
by John Hughes. Uncle Buck comes to 
stay and take care of his nephew and 
I nieces 
When Harry Met Sally Meg Ryan 
and Billy Crystal play on-and-off ac-
quaintances. who challenge the sup-
position that men and women cannot 
be friends. This isn't a movie that gets 
one thinking about the meaning of 
modern relationships, but it is thor-
oughly enjoyable. The short segments 
of interviews with married couples add 





Bullet La Voila and Brittle Body 
(rock) Zootz, 31 Forest Ave. Portland. 
773-8187. 
The Maniacs (rock) Gena·s. 13 Brown 
SI., Portland. 761-2506. 
The Only Motions (rock) Tree Cafe, 
45 Danforth. Portland. 774-1441 . 
Split 50 (rock) Beneftt for the AIDS 
Project at Moose Alley, 46 Market SI. . 
Portland. 
The Look (rock) John Martin·s Manor, 
700 Main St . S Portland. 775-5642. 
Rockaaaurus (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 
175 Pickett St . S. Portland. 767-4627. 
FRIDAY+ 
Shirley Lewis and the Movers 
(r&b/soul) Raoul 's, 865 Forest Ave .. 
Portland 773-6886. 
Life In Between· and Ultra Blue 
(new music) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, 
Portland. 774-1441 . 
Big Chief & the Continentals (r&b) 
Dry Dock. 84 Commercial, Portland. 
774-3550. 
Ulterior Motives and Bad Credit 
(rock) Geno·s, 13 Brown SI., Portland. 
761 -2506. 
The Look (rock) John Martin·s Manor, 
700 Main St., S. Portland. 775-5642. 
Benders (rock) Bruno's. 33 India. Port-
land. 77~353O . 
Rockasaurus(rock) Spring Point Cafe, 
175 PickettSI.. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Scott Oakley (jazz) Blue Moon, 425 
Fore SI., Portland. 871-0663. 
Marcy Downey (acoustic) The 
Shawmut Inn, Kennebunkport. 967-
3931 . 
SATURDAY+ 
Annl Clark (folk) Record release party. 
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave . Portland. 
773-6886. 
Kenny Rankin (folkljazz vocalist) Tree 
Cafe. 45 Danforth St. . Portland. 774-
1441. 
Big Chief & the Continentals (r&b) 
Dry Dock, 84 Commercial, Portland. 
774-3550. 
No Real Neighbors (rock) Geno's. 
13 Brown St. , Portland. 761-2506. 
The Look (rock) John Martin·s Manor. 
700 MaIn SI. . S. Portland. 775-5642 
aenders (rock) Bruno·s. 33 India. Port-
land. 773-3530. 
Rockasaurus (rock) Spring Point Cafe. 
t 75 Pickett St., S. Portland 767-4627 
Scott Oakley (jazz) Blue Moon. 425 
Fore St. Portland. 871-0663. 
Marcy Downey (acoustic) The 
Shawmut Inn. Kennebunkport. 967-
3931. 
SUNDAY+ 
T.J. Wheeler (jazz) 1-4pm, Horsefeath-
ers, 193 Middle, Portland. 773-3501. 
Savoy Truffle (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 
Danlorth, Portland. 774-1441 . 
Dani Tribesmen (reggae) Raoul's. 
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886. 
MONDAY+ 
King Sunny Acte (African) Zootz, 31 
Forest Ave., Portland. 77~8187. 
Southem Maine Blues Society 
(blues) monthly meeting at 7 pm, 
Raoul·s, 885 ForestAve, Portland. The 
society welcomes new members. 871-
0425. 
Urban Artist Perfonnance Stage 
(open mike for acoustic musicians, 
poets and performance artists) Tree 
Cafe. 45 Danforth, Portland. 774·1441. 
TUESDAY+ 
Nonna Troy (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown 
Sf., Portland. 761 -2506. 
Small Acts (reggae) Tree Cafe. 45 
Danforth .. Portland. 774-1441. 
WEDNESDAY+ 
Holy Bones (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Dan-
forth, Portland. 774-1441. 
Lars Vegas (rock) Zootz, 31 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
Red Light Revue (r&b) Raoul·s. 865 
Forest Ave .• Portland. 773-6886. 
DANCING+ 
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu: house 
music and new music; Fri : Post Mod-
em -all ages; Sat: latest dance music; 
Sun: request night; Tue: Hip House - all 
ages. 773-8187. 
The Exchange Club, 33 Exchange, 
Portland. Open Wed-Sun, until 3:30 
am on Fri-Sat. 773~00. 
UPCOMING+ 
Scruffy the Cat Sep 14 (rock) Tree 
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774·1441 . 
Tiger's Baku Sep 15 (jazz rock fusion) 
Raoul·s, 865 Forest Ave.. Portland. 
773-6886. 
Mamma Tongue Sep 16 (African jazz 
fusion) Raoul·s. 865 Forest Ave., Port-
land. 773-6886. 
Loketo Sap 19 (soukous) Tree Cafe. 




Steamboat Trio (jazz) Harbor cruise 
7:30-10 pm aboard the Longfellow II 
departing 1 Long Wharf. Portland. 
TIckets are $12.50. For more informa-
tion, c;all 774-3578. 
FRIDAY+ 
Brazilian Arts Trio (classical) Violin, 
clarinet and piano trio from Maine·s 
sister state in Brazil, Rio Grande do 
Norte, perform works by Brazilian 
composers at 1 pm in the USM"s 
Campus Center. Portland. For more 
information, call 780-5246. 
Contradance with Shenanigans 8:30 
pm at Stimson Hall, RI. 26, Gray. All 
dances taught. Beginners, singles 
welcome. Admission is $4. For more 
information, call 428-3986. 
SATURDAY+ 
Philippe Bnmeau and Dickie Mor-
neau (French-CanadIan folk music 
and step dancing) 8 pm. Portland Per-
forming Arts Center. 25A Forest Ave .. 
Portland. TIckets are $11 althe PPAC 
box office (774-0465) or Amadeus 
Music and Gallery Music. 
Counlry Music Show (counl/y) Fid-
dlerscontestand a performance by the 
Old Country Radio Gang at 8 pm at the 
Kennebunk Town Hall. Rts. 1 and 35. 
TIckets are $6 for adults, $3 children 
and seniors. For more information. call 
967-3755 or 985-4343. 
The Upsetters (r&b) Harbor cruise 
7:30-10 pm aboard the Longfellow II 
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portl'lnd. 
TIckets are $12.50. For more informa-
tion, call 774-3578. 
MORE+ 
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From Boston ULTERIOR MOTIVES 
with BAD CREDIT 
__ }iiihl.OlU,) 
NO REAL NEIGHBORS 
with SURPRISE GUESTS 
Miiifi'BtUn 
The cool sounds of NORMA TROY 
LIlIlK FOR', THE TWO SAINTS· Sept. 15 "'''' FEARLESS LEADER. Oct. 10 
on taur from California 
I fl:) ; {Il'n ~ (i iI ai' ii i!~ ~ 1-11:$1}1III 
• f 
THE RED LIGHT REVUE 
Sept. 9 Aft. Cape Elizabeth 
Eve. Marrion Hotel 
Sept. 10 Eve. New Gloucester 
Sept. 13 Raoul's Dance Party 
Sept. 16 Aft. Marriott Hotel 
Eve. Abenaki CC, Rye, NH 
Sept. 18 The Bounty Party for wpxr 
Sept. 20 Rauol's Dance Party 
Sept. 22 The Island Theater, Peaks Island 
Sept. 23 The Cumberland Club, Private Party 
Sept. 26 Anniversary for Horsefeathers, 
Private Party 
Sept. 27 Raoul's Dance Party 
Sept. 30 Portland Country Club 
Now booking weddings and corporate parties for 
fall & winter. 
Specializing in Weddings, Corpora te & Private functions and Nightclubs. 





Let our advertisers know_ 
Thank them for supporting 
16 U=D Bay Weekly 
Sterling silver 
onyx earrings $42 
"Starting sliver 
graduated beads 16" $59 
.. d. cole jewelers 
1 0 Exchange St. Portland 772-511 9 
Hours: Mon-Sat 10-9, Sun 12-5, Thur. open until 8. 
Browse through our fine selection of gourmet groceries. 
We'll gladly help with your selections. 
Ample free parking. 
Monday - Friday 10AM - 6PM, Saturday 9 - 5. 
773-2919 • 142 St. John Street, Portland 
V11i1dow ·· 

















by Brenda Chandler 
The ins and outs of lobster 
Hot tamale 
Plunk a lobster down on someone'splate. This 
is one of Maine's secret pleasures: watching the 
range of behavior a lobster provokes. Like sud-
den disaster or nakedness, a lobster leaves no 
room from niceties. There's no hiding from it, no 
covering it up with a knife and fork, no subter-
fuge or sleight of hand. It is there. You deal with 
it as you can. 
Lobster is the great leveler. Itmakes noconces-
sions to title, blood or money. And the fun forme 
is to watch the role-playing fall away. 
I've known a number of macho men who 
fidget and get all prissy when they see they are 
expected to grab a leg or two and rip. My father 
is a case in point. He's a firm man who's bellied 
up to the Soviets and made them blink, who'll 
take on justaboutanything for the challenge of i t, 
an amateur boxer who sparred with some of the 
biggies, and he'll manage neatly a nice hunk of 
tail meat drawn and buttered. But offer him the 
lobster's complicated carapace, legs waving in 
air, and the man grows skittish and pale. 
There are, on the other hand, women with 
manners, with porcelain fea tures and fingers like 
fronds, who know how to tear into a lobster with 
all they've got. You'd think they were Marines 
stormingamuddyhill,orfishwivesupforagood 
brawl, the way they slog in there and let their hair 
come unpinned and do what dirty work's to be 
done. 
Some folk eat as they go. Others, like me, work 
the meat out and hoard it for final binges. 
What puts alot of people off is the green muck 
inside. They're fine with the major meat. They 
can catch a claw. They even manage to suck out 
the legs. But watch their noses curl at the green. 
There's even a rumor going around that it is 
poisonous. It's vicious, the rumor, that is. The 
green's good stuff. This liver, a.k.a. tomalley, has 
a flavor very like the lobster meat itself, only 
richer and smooth on the tongue. The red coral 
(roe) in the hen lobster is a treat, too, if only for its 
color and its texture like waxy grain. 
Although ~t may look like an unimagined 
form of alien or a nightmare scorpion, the lob-
ster's almost all edible. The lungs are tough and 
unappetizing and the "lady" or sandbag, a large 
sac found in the tail near the head, should be 
avoided. Otherwise, it's all yours, if you can get 
to it. 
My scientist sisterisa good one to watch for an 
education in lobster. Bent like a surgeon to her 
task,shepicks with precision atall the nooks and 
grottos it has to ·offer. She probes the fringed 
"purses" at the end of the tail for their sliver of 
flesh. Up under the sponge of the lungs she goes 
into all of the byways_ The lobster is a final 
frontier and she'sout to chart its territory. There's 
no distraction. 
The cooking of the lobster, too, brings out the 
quirks in folk. In our society death is exotic, not 
I 
thestuffofdaily life; we no longer kill chickens on 
our back stoop. In our household, my husband is 
the one in charge of dropping the creatures head 
first in the boiling water. I leave the room. (Once 
- I know it was only air escaping the shell - I 
heard a long shriek. .. And the claws reaching for 
the edge of the pot give me a tum.) Some vegetar-
ian friends of ours like to hang over the pot, 
gawkers at the execution. Another friend likes to 
show off the lobsters before cooking it. Standing 
it on its shoulder, she strekes its back to "hypno-
tize" it for the kids. The thing calms down. She 
knows the tricks. 
Opinions run high and hard as to the "how-
to"s of cooking the beast. Some would toss a 
handful of seaweed into the pot. Some salt, some 
don't. Some look for the softer shell, some the 
hard. (Most will agree, though, that the colder the 
water the sweeter the lobster.) Some give the 
lobster a quick stab between the eyes, others 
claim the shock of the water to the head is as fast. 
However it is done, it is never ordinary. There is 
something about a lobster that claims attention. 
Even cheap and plentiful, when the roller-
coaster of prices brings them within easy range, 
the lobster arouses my awe. It's primitive, its will 
to life is strong, it's mortal. There is something 
that brings a hush on impact. 
The epitome of lobster eating for me took 
place once when we just moved to the Boston 
area. When friends came down from the moun-
tains in upstate New York, we wanted to show 
off our New England habitat. A fancy lobster 
dinner was a must. We dragged our card table to 
the center of the room and dressed it with a sheet. 
Two folding chairs, a stool and an unpacked box 
of books gave us seating. Candles stood Iiton the 
table. Wine glasses, a dimming of light, we had a 
makeshift version of elegance. Our black furball 
of a kitten circled the area. 
The friends, although new to hand-picking of 
lobst~r, went to it. Lacking a set of utensils for the 
deed, we made do with what we had. We dug in 
tooth and nail. Joe fetched up a hammer, which 
increased our enthusiasm hugely. Carcasses 
began sliding off the table. Flying bits of shell hit 
the far wall. White lobster oozings and green 
made a map of our floor_ 
We topped the evening offby introducing our 
kitten to the lobster. Weput the now legless, open 
body to the floor and nudged her to it. Like any 
wise spelunker, she approached cautiously_Nose, 
the head, then shoulders went in. A gaping red 
shell, black fur spiked with juices, bowed kitten 
legs, a black exclamation mark ofa tail: the last of 
this lobster. It seems tome thatin giving its all the 
lobster demands no less of us. 
Brenda Chandler still prefers hammers to nutcrackers for 




Big Chief & the Continentals (r&b) 
5-8 pm, Casco Bay Unes. departing 
from the Ferry Terminal, Franklin and 
Commercial streets, Portland. Tickets 
. are $10. For more information, call 
774-7871. 
TUESDAY+ 
Pianist Frank Glazer (classical) 12 
noon, Ofin Arts Center Concert Hall, 
Bates Coflege, Lewiston. Free and open 
to the public. For more information. call 
786-6330. 
Music for violin .nd pl.no (new 
music) VIOlinist Sandra Goldberg per-
forms music for solo violin by Cage and 
Martino, a piece for violin and elec-
tronic tape by Davidovsky and selec-
tions for violin and piano accompanied 
by Elliott Schwartz, 7:30 pm, Olin Arts 
Center Hall, Bates College, Lewiston. 
Free and open to the public. For more 
information, call 786-6330. 
WEDNESDAY+ 
.. erry G.rcl •• nd Bob Weir (acous-
tic/rock) 7 pm, SeaPAC, Old Orchard 
Beach. TICkets are $20 in advance, 
$21 the day of the show. For more 
information, call 934-1731 . 
Music for violin .nd pl. no (new 
music) Sandra Goldberg, violin and 
Elliott Schwartz, pianist perform works 
by Tom Johnson, Morton Feldman, 
Joan Tower and Cornelius Cardew at 
3: 15 pm in Daggett Lounge, Wentworth 
Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For 
more information, call 725-3321. 
Bath Municipal Band (concert band) 
Summer Family Concert Series, 8 pm, 
Brunswick Mall. Free and open to the 
public. For more information, call the 
BrunswickArea Chamber of Commerce 
725-8797 
UPCOMING+ 
Oboist Nell BoyerSep 15 (dassical) 
Works performed include Poulenc·s 
"Trio for Oboe, Bassoon and Hom," 
Herzogenberg's "Trio for Oboe, Horn 
and Piano" and Mozart·s "Concerto for 
Oboe in C Major" at 8 pm at Corthell 
Concert Hall, USM Gorham. Tickets 
are $7/$4. For reservations, call 780-
5555. 
Organist Michael Dudm.n Sep 15 
(classical) Works by Agincourt, Bach, 
Willis and others at 8 pm, Bates Col-
lege Chapel, Lewiston. Admission is 
$3/$1.50. For more information, call 
786~330. 
Bill St.l_ Sep 16 (folk) 8 pm, Luther 
Bonney Auditorium, USM Portfand. 
Tickets are $6 in advance, $8 at the 
door, available at Amadeus Music, 
Buckdance~s Choice and Gallery 
Music. For more information, call the 
Ponland Folk Club at 773-9549. 
Roiling Sto_ Concert Bus Le-
wiston-Portland-Foxboro on Oct 1. Cost 




Not. Chance of. Ghost Play about 
two yuppies who buy a haunted house 
in Maine through Sep 10attheSchool-
house Arts Center at Sebago Lake. 
Performances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm, 
Sun at 2 pm. Tickets are $10 for adults, 
$6 for kids. For more information, call 
642-3743. 
Talking With by Jane Martin Humor-
ous and poig nant celebration of worn en 
performed by the East Coast Theater 
Company Sep 8-9, 8 pm at the Dun-
away Center, Ogunquit. Tickets are 
$10. For more information, call 985-
2346. 
A Funny Thing H.ppened on tha 
W.y to the Forum Steven Sand-
heim's musical opens Sep 10 at the 
Ogunquit Square Theater in Ogunquit. 
Performances are Sep 10 through Oct 
23. Showtime is 8 pm. For more infor-
mation, call 646-5151. 
Walt Disney's World on Ice starring 
Peter Pan Sep 12-17 at the Cumber-
land County Civic Center, Portland. 
Performances are Sep 12-14 at 7:00 
pm, Sep 15 at 4:00 and 7:3.0 pm. Sep 
16at 12, 3j30 and 7:30 pm, and Sep 17 
at 1 :30 and 5 pm. TICkets are $8.50-
$1.0.50, available at the box office, 
Ticketron and by phone (800-678-
TIXS) . 
Portl.nd Stage Company an-
nounces auditions for girls in their 
early teens to portray a 10-year-old in 
, "Joe Egg," which will run from Oct 31-
Nov 19. Auditions take place Sep lO-
ll. Call Vicki at 774-10143 for an 
appointment. 
Fondle the Haddock Open call for 
two male leads and one female for the 
Barbara Duval production of "Fondle 
the Haddock" by Dr. Jones Sep 16, 1.0 
am at 25A Forest Ave., Por~and . For 
more information, call 772-6469. 
DANCE 
Dance week 
Form and fullclion come 
together in a workshop on self 
defense as a form of dance 
taught by Deborah Weaver. The 
workshop is being offered as 
part of USM's first Dance Week 
Sept. 1]-15_ Two dancers from 
the Performing Arts Ensemble 
will teach the workshops, which 
are open to the publicon both 
the Portland and Gorham 
campus. 
The schedule of workshops 
for Dance Week is as follows. 
Monday, Sept.11: Self Defense, 
9-lO:30 a.m. in the Campus 
Center in Portland; Movement 
Improv for Actors, 4-6 p.lI'}. in 
the small gym in Gorham. 
Tuesday, Sept. 12: Beginning 
Modem Dance, 8-9:15 a.m. and 
9:30-10:45 a.m. in the small gym 
in Gorham; Advanced Modem 
Dance, 7-8:30 p.m. in the 
Campus Center in Portland. 
Wednesday, Sept. 13: Self 
Defense, 9-10:30 a.m., Campus 
Center in Portland; Intermediate 
Modem Dance, 4-6 p.m. in the 
small gym in Gorham. Thurs-
day, Sept. 14; Beginning Jazz 
Technique, 8-9:15 a.m. and 9:30-
10:45 a.m. in the small gym in 
Gorham; Advanced Jazz 
Technique, 7-8:30 p.m. in the 
Campus Center of Portland. 
Workshops are $3 for the 
public. For more information, 
call 874-6590. 
Ann Sitomer 
The Nutcracker American Ballet East 
is holding auditions for "The Nu !cracker" 
Sep 9. Auditions for dancers 12 and 
under are at 1.0 am; for dancers 13 and 
older at 11 :30 am. Auditions are at 17 
Bishop St. , Portland. 878-3031 . 
School of American D.nce Open 
House Meet the faculty. see a perform-
ance by students and register for fall 
classes Sep 9, 2:30-4 pm at 17 Bishop 
St, Portland. For more information, 
call 878-3031. 
The Perfonnlng A ... Ensemble of 
Boston performs dance works by Pooh 
Kaye, David Dorfman, and Danny Costa 
Sep 15, 8 pm at Russell Square The-
atre at the USM Gortlam campus. Tick-





BarridoH Gallery, 26 Free St. , Port-
land. William Manning: Aurora and 
Temple Series Sep 8-30. Opening 
reception Sep 8, 5-7 pm. Also at the 
gallery, a selection of 19th and early 
20th century art. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 
am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011 . 
O'F ..... II Gallery, 46 Maine St.. Brun-
swick. New paintings by Ruthanne 
Harrison Sep 9-Oct 28. Opening re-
ception Sep 9. 729-8228. 
EI ..... nla Gallery, 56 Maine St., Brun-
swick. Ceramic sculptures by Sharon 
Townshend and tapestry rugs by Mor-
ris David Dorenfeld are on exhibit Sep 
9-Nov 3. Opening reception Sep 9,5-7 
pm. Hours: Tue·Sat 10 am~ pm, Sun 
2·5 pm. 729-1108. 
Ev .... G.llery, 7 Pleasant St., Port-
land. Grand opening of Portland's first 
photo gallery Sap 8. Eliot Porte~s port-
folios "Trees" and "Certain Passages" 
are on exhibit through Oct 7. Hours: 
Tu&-Sat 1.0 am~ pm (Thu until 9) . 879-
0042. 
De.n Velentgas G.llery, 60 Hamp-
shire St., Portland. "Duty, Pleasure and 
Nature," new work by Greg Parker Sep 
l6-Oct 15. Opening reception Sep 16, 
5-8 pm. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm, Sat-Sun 
12-5 pm. 772-2042. 
AROUND TOWN+ 
Portl.nd Museum of Art Seven 
Congress Square, Portland. Hours: 
Tu&-Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on 
Thursday evenings, 5-9. Sentinels of 
the Coast: Images of Lighthouses 
(through Sep 10); Andrew Wyeth in 
Maine: Selections from the Holly and 
Arthur Magill Collection, an exhibit of 
over 60 drawings and watercolors 
(through Sep 24) ; Perspectives : 
Celeste Roberge (through Oct 8) ; Wa-
tercolors by American Masters (through 
Oct 15). 775-6T48. 
Artisans Gallery, 334 Forest Ave., 
Portland. Drawings and reliefs by 
Yvonne Janks Kellogg through Sap 13. 
772-5522 
Bayvlew,G.llery, 75 MarketSr., Port-
land. New paintings by Scott Moore 
through Sep 30. Tue-Sat 10 am~ pm. 
773-3007. 
Feller & Company, One Pleasant 
St. Portland. Sculptures by Alan D. 
Marcuse and photographs by Pamela 
Toulouse through Sep 15. Works may 
be viewed by appointment, 773~952. 
G ... t AtI.ntlc Tour .nd Travel, 
981 Forest Ave., Portland. Porcefain 
works by potter Carol Griffith from 
Thomaston during Sap. Opening re-
ception Sep 1.0, 1-4:30 pm. Hours: 
Mon-Fri 9 am-5:30 pm. 
Portl.nd Public Library, Monument 
Square, Portfand. Recent abstract 
paintings by Janice May Scott through 
Sep 29. Hours: Mon, Wed and Fri 9 
am~ pm, Tue and Th.u 12-9 pm and 
Sat 9 arn-5 pm. 871-1700. 
Portl.nd School of Art, Baxter Gal-
lery. 619 Congress St., Portland. Stu-
dent Show, Sep 8-Oct 14. Opening r&-
ception Sap 7, 5-7 pm. Hours: Mon-Fri 
10 am-5 pm (Thu until 7 pm). Sun 11-
4 pm. 775-5152. 
University of Southem M.lne The 
Art of Revolution: Political Poster Art 
from Latin America through Sep 22 at 
the AREA GaUery, USM Portland 
Campus Center. Hours: Mon-Sat 1.0 
am-l 0 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 780-4.090. 
OUT OF TOWN+ 
Bowdoin College Museum of Art, 
Brunswick. Carol Ply ant: Paintings 
through Oct t . Hours: Tu&-Sat 10 am-
8pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275. 
Hobs Sound G.lleries North, 58 
Maine St. Brunswick. New works by 
John Muench through Sep 24. Hours: 
Mon-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm. 725-4191 . 
M.ine Audubon Society, 118 U.S. 
Rt. 1, Falmouth. Etchings. collages, 
prints and wearable art by Unda Ely 
through Sep 30. Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-
5 pm. Sun 12-5 pm. 781-2330. 
Thomas Memorial Library, Scott 
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. Photchemic 
paintings by L Murray Jamison Sep 8-
Oct 14. Opening reception Sep 14, 
6:30-8:30 pm. Hours: Man, Wed, Fri-
Sat 9 am-5 pm, Tue, Thu 9 am-9 pm . • 
799-1720. 
MORE+ 
&ptember 7, 1989 
Casco Bay Weekly and 
Just Black & White present 
BLACK 
WHITE 
A competition seeking contemporary 
black and white 
photography about modern life in 
Southern Maine. 
CRITERIA 
The judges will be looking for pictures that have some-
thing to say. Technical quality is impoftant, but among 
equally excellent photographs the one with the strongest 
message will be chosen. Pictures that depict modem life in 
Southern Maine will do better than cliche shots of sailboats, 
lighthouses, barns and such_ 
JUDGES 
A panel of three judges will choose the winners. The 
judges are: Bill CurtSinger, a Portland-based freelance pho-
tographer and regular contributor to National Geographic 
Magazine; Betsy Evans, founder of Portland's only photo 
gallery, the Evans Gallery on Pleasant Street; and Rose 
Marasco, photographer and photo instructor at University of 
Southern Maine. The decisions of the judges are final. 
ELIGIBILITY 
Anyone may enter except employees of Casco Bay 
Weekly and Just Black & White. Professional photographers 
may-enter "personal work" - work which has not been made 
on assignment. 
Photos entered may not have been published elsewhere 
prior to this competition and photographers must be able to 
grant one-time publication rights to Casco Bay Weekly in 
order for their entry(s) to be eligible. 
DEADLINE 
Entries must be at Just Black and White, 54 York St., by 5 
p.m. Wednesday, November 1. 
ENTRIES 
Prints may be any size up to 11x14" but must be mounted 
on 11x14 mat board. No oversized, undersized, Of framed 
will be accepted. 
There is no entry fee, but entrants must limit themselves 
to two entries. The entrants name, address and phone 
number as well as the title of the work (if any) must appear 
on the BACK of the mounting board. (Any identification on 
the front of the board will disqualify the entry.) 
Photographs not selected may be picked up at Just Black 
& White until the end of December, 1989. Although care will 
be taken with all entries, neither Casco Bay Weekly or Just 
Black & White will be responsible for loss or damage of any 
entry. 
AWARDS 
Three winners will be chosen. The winning photos will 
be published in the November 22 issue of Casco Bay Weekly 
and will be on display at Just Black & White through the end 
of the year. Each winning photographer will receive $50 in 
processing from Just Black & White and $50 in cash. 
CoscoBov 
""EEKL'Y 
J D S J 
IWI t liB 
17 
QUESTIONS? Call Just Black & White at 
761-5861 
DEADLINE: Wednesday, November 1. 
f 
1 • CASCo &y Wukly 
To reach higher altitudes, cl imb on a Specialized" Rockhopper" 
or Rockhopper Compo Designed for the enthusiast, both mountain 
bikes use sophisticated triple-butted frame construction, precise 
18-speed Shimano index shifting, and our 
shock-absorbing DirectDrive-fork. 
So jet on over. Because at these prices, ~" 'lIa 




188 State Street, Portland • 77 4-2933 
•............................. ~ ..... 
: 50 CI: - Offer good with coupon only! $1 00 
Expires Sept. 21, 1989 • 
• 
: OFF Combine OFF 
• • any of these a new New Items! it~m large 
pizza 
:... • Spin~~h Pi~za .. •• ,1 
:~,.~ Ha~allan. PI~za "\:!'f 
:~.lt; Garlic & 011 Pizza ' • 
:JTomato Pizza, Feta Pizza . ~ 
• • • • 
PORTLAND 
: HOUSE OF PIZZA 
• 
• 1373 Washington Ave. at the comer of Allen Ave., 
: near Northgate • 797-9030 • EAT IN OR TAKE OUT •.................................... ~ 
September is back 
to school month ... 
... and time for 














The Great Urban Carry-all 
Sleek Scblepping 
C3 The bag with all the options. 
An outside folio pocket big enough 
to hold me folders with shon 
leather clad handles and a full 
length adjustable strap. A 
commodil,lS interior big enough 
to hold your shoes, lunch and a 
purse with a zippered top for 
weather and security. 
Colors: black, navy, taupe. $42.50 
by Mike Quinn 
Sporting with the deadly sins 
Glory in gluttony 
Life is more than football, basketball and 
sometimes hockey. There are many lesser known 
sports, which if given a chance, could become 
classic forums for the average person. Heretofore 
nobodies can become superstars overnight. 
Takegluttony.1f itisn't a sport yet, it should be 
soon. Don't confuse these words with CBW's 
regular EATS column. Anyone can cook up a 
stonn or order in a fancy restaurant. The real 
talent lies in eating tremendous quantities of 
food in a short time, metabolism pennitting . 
Consider last weekend. At my sister's wed-
ding reception, I ate 12 pieces of chicken, nine 
large Italian sausages, eight helpings of lasagne, 
a ton of scalloped potatoes, a separate plate of 
salad, two bowls of fruit Jello, 11 dinner rolls and 
the entire second tier of the wedding cake. Some 
say there is no glory in gluttony. Hogwash! 
Pigging out requires mental determination 
and singleness of purpose. A bottomless pit 
doesn't hurt either. The great ones in the sport of 
gluttony eat all the food because it's there, kind of 
like climbing a mountain of calories. 
What is the social redeeming value of eating 
half the menu, half the house, or half the city? 
First there is thefeelingof accomplishment. Then 
follows the sensation of being truly full- like a 
bear who has just eaten a thousand berries before 
hibernating in peace. Finally there is the road 
back to nonnalcy, requiring regular eating and 
serious exercise. 
Gluttony is not a sport that should be played 
every day. Becoming 400 pounds and exploding 
tends to permanently take a player off the active 
roster. One has to pick and choose key spots to 
glutton. As in any sport or activity, a measuring 
stick for success is required. For instance, how 
many pancakes, how many pies, how many 
whatever must be looked at. In the movie "Cool 
Hand Luke" Paul Newman, on a bet, ate 50 hard 
boiled eggs. (Do not try this one at home.) 
A personal favorite of mine foreatingcontests 
is the Big Mac. While a midshipman in the Navy 
during an ROTC summer, I ran into another 
middie from the University of llIinois who was 
bragging about how much he could eat. I chose 
the Big Mac( which by the way was bigger in 1974 
than it is today) to settle the issue. The deal was, 
loser pays for all the Big Macs. 
I thought this would be a private thing but it 
turned into caloric warfare. He had all his Navy 
friends show up, I had mine, and both of us took 
on a manager to officially sanction this epicurean 
epiC. In addition, there were maybe another 30 
unfortunate customers at theMcDonald' sin U ttle 
Creek, Va., who had to watch this craziness. 
Fifteen years ago I had about two dollars 
spending money per weeksomymotivationwas 
that I could not afford to lose. Being broke is not 
a pre-requisite of winning at gluttony, but in 
contest situations it certainly doesn't hurt. 
Returning to the action, Henry (Illinois glut-
ton) and I (Holy Cross challenger) were tied a tsix 
Big Macs each. A hush fell over Ronald 
McDonald's dining room. This could go on for-
ever, or it could be called a tie with many disap-
pointed fans. A principle of gluttony I espouse is 
that in a contest environment one should win by 
a lot, nota little. I ordered two more BigMacsright 
in front of fat Henry who dropped his jaw in 
disbelief and then quit after I finished the second 
one, a dramatic 8-6 final. 
Is there a future in this sort of thing? My 
manager Vince thought there was because he 
continued to train me until I could eat 10 Big Macs 
in 12 minutes. We reached this dubious plateau 
late in the summer of '74. Our requests to appear 
on the "Tonight Show" wereincredulouslynever 
answered by Mr. Carson, and Vince and I ended 
our partnership when his hamburger fund ran 
out. 
As in any sport, the possibility for injury ex-
ists. In football, the knee is usually first to go. 
Basketball players pull hamstrings. Baseball 
pitchers often contract tendonitis after a few 
years. In gluttony, watch out for ulcers, colitis, or 
the ever popular veritable bowel syndrome. It is 
imperative to have an internal specialist on your 
team if you're going to go gluttony, big time. 
Strip away all the trophies, glory, adulation.and 
attention that accompany this sport and believe 
it's important to remain a "regular person." 
Gluttony definitely isn't for everyone. It's a 
sport that requires delicate hand-eye-stomach 
coordination. "Try it, you'll like it." That's the old 
slogan for Alka Seltzer. I haven't forgotten it, 
even after all these years. 
Mike Quinn, sttiff writer, is required to pay all his food 
expenses - for olroious reasons. 
OFF THE 
WALL 
Sculptor Mlcha.1 Singer talks about 
his work, which uses bent wood, raw 
stones, granite and reeds to create 
delicate structures Sep 12, 4 pm in 
Hastings Lounge, USM Gomam. Free 
and open to the public. For more infor-
mation, call 780-5460. 
Bowdoln's Outdoor Gall.ry: A 
Walking Tour of the Quad Patri-
cia McGraw Anderson, author of 'The 
Architecture of Bowdoin College,' 
speaksSep 13,1 pmandSep 17,3pm.· 
Meet in Iront of the Walker Art Buiking. 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more 
infoonation, call 725-3275. 
Main. Art. Convnlsslon Institu-
tional Support Program gives 
grants to fund arts programs and proj-
ects in non-profit organizations state-
wide. Deadline is Oct 2. Guidelines 
and application foons are available by 
conta~ting the Maine Arts Commis-
sion, State House Station #25, Au-
gusta, 04333. 289-2724. 
Wlldlif. Art Contest sponsored by 
the Maine Arts Commission and the 
Dept. of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife is 
open to Maine resident artists, ama-
teur and professional. Each entrant 
may submit up to two slides of paint-
ings portraying live wildife, fish and 
other fauna native to Maine. Winning 
p~ntings will be displayed in the Gov-
emo~s Gallery in the State House in 
Augusta from mid-December through 
the end of February 1990. For more 
infoonation, call 289-2871 . 
Danforth St .... t Gall.ry in Port-
land, a non-profit alternative gallery, 
invites artists 60 and over to submit 
work for a juried thematic exhibition 
tiUed "The Essence of Maine.' Juror 
Martin Dibner will select winners for 
both professional and amateur catego-
ries. Work must be delivered by Nov 3. 
For details send self-addressed 
stamped envelope to "Essence of 
Maine' c/o Danforth Street Gallery, 34 
Danforth SI. , Portland, 04101, Atten-
tion Helen Rivas. 
The Common Ground Fair is look-
ing for a design to become the 1990 
poster. Artists may submit one or two 
designs by Nov. 1 on any theme relat-
ing to agriculture. The selected design 
will be used for the 1990 fair poster and 
t-shirt. It·s important that the style be a 
appropriate for silk-screening. which 
requires a minimum of blending andlor 
shading. Pastels and water~lors are 
not appropriate. Submissions will be 
juried and the selected artist wilt re-
ceive a $500 honorarium. For more in-
formation, con tact the Common Ground 
Fair, POBox 2176,Augusta, ME 04338 
or phone 623-5115. 
SENSE 
Clean the bay 
The Friends of Casco Bay, an 
environmental group, is 
inviting other friends of Casco 
Bay to participate in a confer-
ence called "How polluted is 
Casco Bay?" 
On Sept. 30, three workshops 
will address different areas of 
pollution in the bay. One will 
focus on sewage pollution. The 
Cascp Bay watershed is rife 
with emergency overflow 
points for raw sewage and 
untreated stonnwater runoff. 
Another will look at oil 
pollution. Casco Bay boasts a 
high number of hydrocarbons, 
a chemical indicator of petro-
leum in bay. 
The third workshop will 
address toxic and heavy 
metals. Lead, cadmium, PCBs 
and other toxics are found in 
abundance in the bay sedi-
ments. Participants will be able 
to attend two of the three 
workshops. 
David Brower, the first 
executive director of the Sierra 
Club and founder of Friends of 
the Earth, will speak after the 
workshops, and in the after-
noon participants will take a 
boat tour of the bay. 
The cost of the conference, 
including lunch at SMVTI in 
South Portland, is $15 for 
adults and $10 for students and 
elder.s. Call 774-4627 for regis-
tration information. 
Hanrrah Holmes 
Painting and Po ••••• lon: 
Pou.sln's Painting for Chant. 
lou and the Essaisof Montalgne 
Lecture given by Elizabeth Cropper, 
professor of the history of art at Johns 
Hopkins, Sep 7, 7:30 pm in Kresge Au-
ditorium. Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin 
College. Brunswick. For more infoona-
tion, call 725-3151 . -
The Chall.nge of B.lng a Women 
Buslne •• Owner Roundtable dis-
cussion led by Pat FrillS, Ph.D. at the 
monthly meeting of the Women Busi-
ness Owners of Greater Portland Sep 
7,6 pm at the offices of the Maine Man-
agement Group. Royal River Center, 
Rt 1 in Yarmouth. Fee is $0.50. For 
more infoonation or reservations, call 
Becky Erickson al 761-{1041. 
Oxford County: A Tour of Its 
Villages Greater Portland Landmarks 
offers a tour of ~me of the oounty's 
most significant buildings and archi-
tecturally intact villages: Freiberg, 
Sweden. Waterford Flat and Bethel 
Sep 9. 9 am-4:30 pm. Cost is $35 per 
person. which indudes transportation 
and lunch. For reservations, call 774-
5561 . 
Public Sp.aklng and 
P.rfonnanc. Workshop for people 
who give oral presentations. focusing 
on preparation. breathing. voice pro· 
jectionandtimingSep9. 10am-3pmat 
the Maine Writers Center. 19 Mason 
St. . Brunswiok. Cost is $25 for mem-
bers of the Maine Writers and Publish-
ers alliance, $30 for non-members. For 
more information, call 729-6333. 
K.nnebunk Writing Group resu-
mes meetings at the Kennebunk li-
brary on the second Sat and fourth 
Wed each month, beginning Sep 9 at 
9:30 am. All writers interested in fic-
tion, non-fiction or poetry are weloome 
to attend and read from their works. 
For more information, call 985-4343. 
Yannouth Historical Society Tour 
of the Maine Maritime Museum Sep 9. 
10 am. Reduced admission to the 10-
acre working shipyard. For reserva-
tions, call 846-6259 . 
Rlverwatch A_latlon meets Sep 
14, 7 pm in 310 Luther Bonney Hall, 
USM Portland. Anyone interested in 
monitoring local rivers is welcome to 
attend. For more information, call 223-
3840. 
Maine Association of Paralegal. 
offers Professional Development Semi-
nars Sep 15-16 at the Sonesta Hotel, 
Portland. Seminar topics indude Real 
Estate, Litigation, Legal Research, Legal 
Writing . For more infonnation, contact 
Tonya Arnold, Vice President, Maine 
Association of Paralegals, P.O. Box 
7554 DTS. Portland 04112. 774-4000. 
Macro Applications of Human 
R.lations: Skills In P.ac. 
Building Marvelene Styles Hughes, 
University of Toledo, speaks Sep 15. 8 
pm in Beam Classroom, Visual Arts 
Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 
For more information. call 725-3151. 
Chinese Lunar Festival Professor 
Un Yu of Bowdoin College will read 
moon poems by Chinese poets and 
speak about Chinese poetry Sep 15, 7 
pm in 311 Luther Bonney Hall. USM 
Portland. A reception with mooncakes 
will follow. The celebration is sponsored 
by the Chinese American Friendship[ 
Association of Maine. For more infor-
mation, call 773-3192. 
G.ttlng Publl.hed Workshop on 
market research. mar1<.eting, manuscript 
foonats, literary agents and more for 
writers of fiction and non-fiction Sep 16, 
10 am-3 pm at the Maine Writers Cen-
ter, 19 Mason St. . Portland. Cost is $25 
for MWPA members, $30 for non-mem-
bers. Pre-registration is necessary. For 
more information, call 729-6333. 
Writing Work.hops for anyone inter-
ested in exploring new material, ideas 
and fresh approaches to short fiction 
and essays. Classes are Sundays 1' 3 
pm, beginning Sep 17; or Wednesdays 
6:3O.a:3O pm. beginning Sep 20 . Six· 
session workshops are taught by Alfred 
DePew. Cost is $100. For more infor-
mation. call 775-3708. 
Wom.n·s Spiritual Community 
meets weekly in the Brunswick area in 
September, beginning with an eight-
week experimental dass about ritual. 
W.S.C. is a non-profit center of suppon 
and direction for personal and spiritual 
growth. For more information, contact 
Women's Spiritual Community, RFD 2 
Box 2740, Lisbon Falls, 04252. 353-
6323. 
Women's Voices, Women'. 
Cholees Workshop empowering 
women to create the work life they need 
and want Sep 22. 6:30-9:30 pm and 
Sep 23. 9:30-4:30 pm. Registration 
deadline is Sep 15; oost is $85. For 
more information. call 761 -0071. 
Main.'s Historic R.llglous 
Architecture Earle G. Shettfeworth. 
director of the Maine Historic Preser-
vation Commission, speaks Sep 10, 3 
pm at the Universalist Meeting House. 
Rt. 231 , New Gloucester. Admission is 
free, but donations for the Meeting • 
~~~::~~~~~~:~,"!~~2~~~~~; 0 U T 
926-4021. 
The Blrthplac., Mercy Hospital's ma-
ternity unit, presents a free tourfor pro-
Ei~;Fs~3e~ ~;~:i~~:~:~i S II E For more infoonation. call 879-3550 . 
From Elde .. to Ideas: The Bow· 
doln Sci.ntlfic Station in K.nt 
Lecture given by the director of the 
Bowdoin Scientific Station Sep 12. 8 
pm in Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts 
Center, Bowdoin College. Brunswick. 
For more infoonation, call 725-3151. 
Symbols of the Unconscious: 
Analy.ls ancllnt • .,.retatlon Jung 
Seminar Sep 12, 4 pm in the Faculty 
Room, Massachusetts Hall, Bowdoin 
College, Brunswick. For more informa-
tion, call 725-3151. 
The Political and Economic Fu-
ture of Hong Kong Kerry McGlynn 
speaks abou t the Sino-British Joint Dec-
laration restoring Hong Kong to the 
People's Republic of China and its 
impact on world economy Sep 12. 12 
noon at the First Parish Church. 425 
Congress St. , Portland. Admission is 
$3. For more infonnation, call 780-
455 1. 
Estate Planning Seminar Series of 
five non-technical discussions, de-
signed for the general public, will focus 
on minimizing tax bills, maximizing 
effect of income. and protecting es-
tates. Sessions will be held Tuesday 
mornings. Sep 12-Oct 10, 9:30-11 am 
in the auditorium at the Heffernan 
Center. SI. Joseph's College in Stan· 
dish. There are no fees involved. but 
pre· registration is required. For more 
infoonation. call 892-6766 X. 791 . 
Wom.n and Self Est •• m Six-week 
experimental workshop presented by 
Crescent Moon Workshops beginning 
Sep 12,6:30-8:30 pm. Fee is $80. For 
more information. call Karen Repasky 
at 773-7117. 
Maine DOS U .... • Group meets 
Sep 13, 7 pm at the S.MYT.I., Ma-
chine Tool Tech Building, Fort Rd., S. 
Portland. Basic DOS oommands are 
the subject of this month·s meeting. 
Maine OutdoOl' Adv.nture Club 
MOAC weloomes people of all skill 
levels for year-round outings. Upcom-
ing trips: Whale Watch Sep 9, departs 
from Long Wharf at 7:30 am. 773-
7099; Mountain Bike Ride on Mount 
Desert Sep 16, moderate level ride. 
871-0264; -Bald Face Mountain Hike 
Sep 24, moderate level hike, 772-9831. 
Wild Mushroom Hunting Appala-
chian Mountain Club offers a weekend 
workshop with two experts in the field 
of mushrooms. covering the basics of 
mushroom hunting Sep 9-10 at the 
AMC's Pinkham Notch Camp in N.H. 
For more information, call 603-466-
2727. 
Pizza Rides Casco Bay Bicycle Club is 
sponsoring Thursday night bicycle 
rides. Meet at 6 pm at Pal's Pizza. Rt. 
1. Oak Hill. Scarborough. Rides are 
10-20 miles; pizza after. For more 10-
formation call Keith at 799-1085. • 
Main. Audubon Society Upooming 
field trips: Isle of Shoals and Appledore 
Island Sep 8-10; Boat trip from Booth-
bay Harbor to view migrating waterfowl 
Sep 16. 9:30 am-4:3O pm; Pilgrimage 
to Concord. Massachusetts Sep 23, 
7:30 am-6 pm; Monhegan Island trip 
Sep 29-Oct 1. For more information on 
any of these trips, call 781 -2330. 
Wildlif. of Northern N.w Hamp-
shire - Naturalist Adv.nture 
Three-day course Sep 15-17 offered 
by the Appalachian Mountain Club at 
their Pinkham Notch Camp in New 
Hampshire. For more infoonation. call 
603-466-2727. 
MORE+ 
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We spend enough time counting them, 
talking about them and trying to avoid 
them, but what are they? No matter what 
you've heard about weight management, 
ONLY CALORIES COUNf. 
36 cups of atr-popped popcorn (830 cal) 
eqUAls 1 alp of peanuts (840 cal) 
1'he HMR Fasting Program teaches you a unIque calorie balancing system to 
help manage your weIght. 
Offered by hundreds of hospitals 
and medical centers nationwide, the 
HMR Fasting Program provides: 
• Medically supervIsed, 
Very Low Calorte DIet 
, Safe, RapId weIght 1055 
• Educational/behavioral groups 
• Intensive maintenance program 
Join us for our next FREE orientation. 
Presented by Joan Herzog Pike. L.D .. 
R.D., Reglstered DIetitian. 
f14!M! #ulH1 
HMR~ . 'JqWtl1Kt~ Stf11.J3 SSOF~~~~NUE 
••••••• p.p.O.G.P.A.M. POR1l.AND, MAINE 04101 
I'" 761-9410 
The tteatment c:l choice for ser10us weight problems 
JACKNIFE 
Three buddies in Vietnam. 
Two survived. 
Only one is really alive. 
V1DEr '" 
~ l~!~~_ 
• Save time and money... selection of video. to 
Have your m~vles ALL of PORTLAND and 
delivered & pIck up! PEAKS ISLAND. 
773·1999 
• .,
20 .Olsco &y Wukly 
A Mexican ~esta.ura.nt 
Watering Hole 
Fabulous Food • MarClaritas 
from south of the border from out M this world 
OPEN 7 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to frio 
Z4Z St. John St., Union Sta. Portland 874-6444 
~'1io Juan's CONCORD,IUI.~; Margarita's ORONO,II" 
Here's an amaZing football oddity .. . 
Did you know that a college foot-
ball team once played three straight 
years without scoring a point! .. . 
That record was set by SI. Paul's 
College which played 
21 consecutive games 
from 1948 to 1951,and 
never scored! 
What is your faVOl'-
ite food when you 
have friends over? 
Steak? Chops? Next 
time why not make 
it really spcacial, 
Surprise your guest 
- serve Michclob, Michelob is a 
special kind of beer - one that 
was orgina1ly conceived as a 
perfect companion to food. 
Did you know that William 
Shakespeare was once a first draft 
pick in the National Football 
League? .. . The Pittsburgh Steelers 
drafted William Shakespeare num-
ber one in the 1936 draft ... Actually 
AMERICA'S FINEST 
DRAUGHT BEER 
this William Shakespeare was a boy 
of that named who played college 
football at Notre Dame. Did you 
know Anheuser-Busch first in-
troduced Michelob as America's 
finest draught beer, 
Yes, it was featured in 
famous restaurants all 
over the u.s, Today, of 
COUl'Se, you can enjoy 
the superb taste of 
Michelob on draught 
and in bottles and cans 
too, Pick up a 6 or 12 
pack or two of Miche-
lob and make your 
favdrite meal an unexpected 
pleasure_ It's a popular myth thatt 
football teams which fumble the 
most times lose the most game ... 
One season in the National Football 
League, Miami, oddly enough, 
fumbled more often than many aher 
teams - yet Miami w as able to go 
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Oak Hill Redemption Center 
Hero's Sandwich Shop 
Donut Hole 
Cumberland Farms 
Black Point Market 
Prouts Neck Market 
Rodger's Skit Sport 
lronhouse 
Len Libby's 
Uncle Andy's Resturant 
Anjon's 
Dunstan School House 
So. Maine Liquors 






Bow Hunting: The Gear Firstof two-
part series on new and traditional gear 
Sep 7, 7:30 pm at the Casco Street 
Conference Center, Freeport Maine. 
Free and open to the public. For more 
information, call 865-4761. 
Dan Michaud Century 1 OO-mile bike 
run Sep 9 in memory of Michaud who 
died of cancer in 1986 raises money for 
the American Cancer Society. There is 
a $15 registration fee and each biker 
must collect $150 in pledges. For more 
information, call Glenis Allen at the 
American Cancer Society at 1-800-
482-0113. 
Great State of Maine Bicycle 
Race held in oonjunction with the 
Great State of Maine Air Show Sep 9, 
1 pm at the Naval Air Station in Brun-
swick. First prize is $1 00 for the fastest 
overall racer in the men's and women's 
categories with additfonal prizes 
awarded to the first three finishers in 
each of the calegories. The 23-mile 
race begins 'With registration at 11 am. 
To pre-register send a check for $14 
made out to ·MWRF,· along with name, 
age, address and parents signature if 
under 18 to MWR Department, Box 34, 
NAS Brunswick, ME 04011-5000, 
AnN: Air Show. Registration on the 
day of lhe race is $16. 
Archery Seminar offers tune-up clinic 
for bowhunters, speed testing and in-
formation on deer and turi<ey hunting 
Sep 9 10 am-3 pm at Sebago Trading 
Post, At. 302, N. Windham. For more 
information, call 892-S315. 
Open House at the Yoga Center 
Free yoga class, video presentation of 
India and Hatha yoga, refreshments 
Sep 10, f pm at the Yoga Center, 
Building lA Sewall St., Thompson's 
Point, Portland. Fall session begins 
Sep 11. For more information, call 799-
4449. 
Bow Hunting: Strategy/ 
Techniques Seoond of two-part se-
ries Sep 14, 7:30 pm at L.L. Bean's 
CascoStraetConference Center, Free-
port. Free and open to the public. For 
more information, call 865-4761. 
Maine Bass on a Fly Rod Gear, 
techniques. craft. clothing and regula-
tion will be covered at a public work-
shop Sep 15, 7:30 pm at L.L. Bean's 
Casco Street Conference Center, F ree-
port. Free and open to the public. For 
more information. call 865-4761 . 
Iyengar Style Yoga Three-hourwori<-
shop Sep 16,9 am-12 noon ($14) at 
616 Congress St. , Portland. For more 
inlormation. call 797-5684. 
Autumn Escape Mountain Bike 
Trek Fundraising bike trek for the 
American Lung Association Sep 16-17 
in Bethel. Participants are asked to 
raise a minimum of $1 00 in pledges to 
support clean and healthy lungs. For 
more information, call the American 
Lung Association of Maine at 1-800-
462-LUNG. 
Bike for Hope Bike-a-thon Interfaith 
event for the benefit of the AIDS Proj-
ect Sep 23, 10 am. 27-mile course to 
Cousins Island and back Slarting at St. 
Peters Episcopal Church, 678 Wash-
ington Ave., Portland. Registration fee 
is $10, $5 for students. Forregistration 
form, write orcall, The AI DS Project, 22 
r"lonumentSquare, 5th Floor, Portland, 
04101 , 774-68n. 
FOR 
KIDS 
Gymboree Open House Trinity Epis-
copal Church, Forest Ave, Portland. 
Sep 7, 3-12 mos 9:45-10:30 am and 
5:45-6:30 pm; 1-4 years 10:30-11 :30 
am and 6:30-7:30 pm. Sep 8, 3-12 mos 
9 :45-10:30 am; 1-4 years 10:30-11 :30 
m. Day and evening classes begin 
soon. For more information, call 882-
6535. 
Noodle Doodle Box Play about two 
clowns and a Drum Majorette who 
comes between them Sep 9 at lOam 
and 2 · pm at Lakewood Theater in 
Skowhegan; Sep 16, 23 and 30 at 10 
am and 2 pm, Ssp 10, 17, 24 and Oct 
1 at 12:30 and 3 pm at the Theater at 
Monmouth, Monmouth. For reserva-
tions and information, call 933-9999. 
Dance Magic Creative 
Movement Beginning ballet and jazz 
dance classes for kids ages 4-14 be-
ginning during Sep. For information or 
registration : Cumberland, 829-3835; 
Portland School of Ballet, 772-9671 ; 
Yarmouth 846-9680; Casco Bay Mov-
ers, 871 -1031 ; Michelle Stuckey, 773-
3345. 
Creative Movement Theater for 
Kids II-week session, ending in a per-
formance, begins Tue, Sep 19, 3:30-
4:30 pm. Taught by Jackie Reifer and 
John Saccone at 614 Congress St., 
Portland. For more information, call 
761 -2508. 
RolierskaUng Lessons Portland 
Recreation is offering lessons for both 
beginners and advanced beginners 
ages 6-10. Lessons for beginners will 
be held on four Saturdays, Sep 23-Oct 
14,9-10 am; advanced beginners on 
three Saturdays, Oct 21-Nov 4.9-10 
am. Registration deadline is Sep 20 for 
beginners, Oct 11 for advanced begin-
ners. $15 for residents, $20 for non-
residents. For more information, call 
874-8793. 
Fall Cross Country Program of-
fered by Portland Recreation Sep 13-
Oct 25· at Fitzpatrick Stadium Track, 
Pari< Ave., Portland. Instruction for 
kids ages 6-12 will stress running 
technique and stamina development. 
Cross-country meets with Bath, 
Cumberland, Yarmouth and Freeport. 
Practices are Monday and Tuesday at 
4 pm; meets are Wednesday at 4 pm. 
Cost is $20 for residents, $30 for non-
residents. For more information, call 
874-8793. 
Camp Fire Club will be holding infor-
mation and registration meetings 
throughout the Greater Portland are 
Sep 14-27. Call Camp Fire at 883-
8977 for times and locations. 
Stories for Kids Portland Public li-
brary (871-1700): Mon, Wed and Fri . 
10:30 am; Riverton Branch Library 
(797-2915): Fri, 10:30 am; Peaks Is-
land Branch (766-5540): Wed, 10:15 
am; Scarborough Public Ubrary (883-
4723) : Wed. 10:30 am and 1 pm (3-5 
year olds) and Tue, 6:30 pm (5-6 year 
olds); Prince Memorial Library , Cum-
OFF THE 
CLOCK 
Jewish Horne for the Aged is look-
ing for a volunteer to esoort people to 
and from doctor's appointments. Taxi 
fare is paid by JHA. Wheelchair train-
ing is provided on first day. Warm, ac-
cepting, kind people who understand 
the fears and problems of the elderly 
are best suited for this position. For 
more information, call the Center for 
Voluntary Action at 874-1015. 
St. Mary's So. Kllchen has a 
variety of volunteer jobs to be filled on 
the fourth Sunday of each month. Chefs, 
kitchen help and dining room help are 
needed. On-the-job training os pro-
vided. For more information, call the 
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-
1015. 
Sweetser Children's Home in Saco 
needs a volunteer for the position of 
Creator of Math Materials. Cutting, 
pasting, and assembling of manipulat-
ive material s can be at Sweetser or al 
home. Volunteers will gain personal 
satisfaction from sharing time and tal-
ents with children struggling with emo-
tional . behavioral and learning prob-
lems. Call Barbara Wentworth at 284-
5981 for more information. 
Ingraham Volunt_rs needs volun -
teer crisis intervention counselors . Vol-
unteers provide information and reler-
ral , advocacy and crisis intervention 
service over the telephone in their 
homes to callers on the Dial INFO 
helpline. A commitment of one year is 
requested. working weekly five hour 
shifts. For more information, call the 
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-
1015 or attend an informational meet-
ing Sep 12. 5-7 pm at Ingraham Volun-
teers, 74 Elm St. . Portland. 
The Family Crisis Shelter. a bat-
tered women 's advocacy project, is 
sponsoring a training session for all 
people interested in volunteering be-
ginning Sep 18. Volunteer positions 
include court advocate, women's ad-
vocate in shelter and children's advo-
cate. Positions are also available in the 
Bath Outreach Office. Flexibility and 
sensitivity to the needs of battered 
women and children are essential. For 
more information, call 874-1197. 
Maine Audubon Society needs vol-
unteers interested in environmental 
education to help with the Society's 
·Secrets of the Foresr walks program. 
Volunteer guides, trained by profes-
sional naturalists, introduce groups of 
all ages to forest and wildlife ecology 
using a variety of games and hands-on 
techniques during the walks. Training 
sessions for volunteers will be held 
Sep 19-21 , 9:30 am-12 noon at the 
Mast Landing Sanctuary in Freeport. 
No previous natural history or teaChing 
experience is necessary. For more in-
fonnation, call Suzanne McLeod at781-
2330. 
R"aching Out for Teen 
Awa .... ness (ROTA) The local peer 
education performing troupe is looking 
for people to educate and discuss 
important issues with young people in 
the area. There will be a weekend 
training retreat for teen members and 
adult leaders Sep 15-17 in Bryant Pond 
and Sep 29.Qctl in lincolnville. Schol-
arships are available, For more infor-
mation about ROTA call the University 
of Maine Cooperative Extension at 780-
' 4205. 
Common Ground Country Fair is 
looking for volunteers to help for about 
one week before the fair (Sep 22-24 in 
Windsor) and two weeks alter. The fair 
seeks to maintain and improve rural life 
in a way that sustains and improves the 
environment Volunteers earn at-shirt 
and same day admission for four hours 
ofwori<. To become a volunteer drop a 
note to Common Ground Country Fair. 
P.O. Box 2176, Augusta, ME,04338 or 
call 623-5115. 
HELP 
Pqrtland's .Juvenile Diabetes 
Foundation meets Sep 12,6:30 pm 
at the Dana Center, Maine Medical 
Center. Portland. Update on diabetes 
research and a new youth group meet-
ing. For more information, call 854-
1810. 
The Family Crisis Shelter holds 
weekly women's support groups in 
Portland and Brunswick. offering mu-
tual support and education lor women 
who are or have experienced violence 
in their relationships . Formeeting loca-
tions and times, call the FCS at 874-
1197. 
Health Screenings USM's Lifeline 
Center Blood pressure and cholesterol 
screenings Sep 7. 5-8 pm. All evalu-
ations are held at the Portland campus 
gymnasium on Falmouth St. Fees are 
$6 for cholesterol ; $7 lor both, For 
more information, call 780-4170. 
Divorce Support Group Wednes-
days 6:30-8 pm at the Kimball Health 
Center, 33 Uncaln St., Saco. For more 
information, call 282-7504. 
MADD Weekly Victim Support 
Group Survivors , their families and all 
whose lives have been changed dra-
matically at the hands of a drunk driver 
may share the emotional aftermath of 
such a crime with others of the same 
experience. The group meets Thurs-
days, 7 pm at the MADD office, 9 
Deering St., Portland. For more infor-
mation, call 773-MADD. 
Portland Coalition for the Psy· 
chlatrically Labeled, a consumer 
run self-help group for persons with 
mental illness, holds peer support 
groups every Tuesday and Wednes-
day afternoon 1 :30-2:15. The groups 
take place at the Portland Coalition 
offices at 142 High Street, Suite 501, 
Portland. For more information, call 
Cathie Long at 772-2208. 
Depressive and Manic Depres-
sive Anonymous Support and in-
fonnation group meets Mondays, 7 pm 
at Woodfords Congregational Church. 
202 Woodfords St., PorHand. For more 
information. call 774-HELP. 
Young Fathers Program at the 
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., oilers 
a support group for young fathers every 
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups 
are held on the second Tuesday of 
each month. For more information. call 
Betsy at 874-1111 ext. 221 . 
Transupport is a non-profit, non-sex-
ual, social and educational peer sup-
port group for transsexuals , 
crossdressers. their families, friends 
and people interested in gender is-
sues. Meetings are held every other 
Sunday at 6 pm. For more information. 
call 854-3528 or write to Transupport, 
P.O. Box 17622, Portland 04101. 
The AIDS Projecl , 22 Monument 
Square (fifth floor), Portland, IistS1nany 
support groups around Portland for 
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and 
friends of PWAs. For more information, 
call 774-6877. 
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roomma es 
HOUSE - 3rd roommate PIi:RFECT PERSON VERANDA ST. Male or 
wanted (M-F) to share CE Sought: Housemate wanted female to share large, sunny 
house with two people and for sunny, 2 bedroom West apt. with student, 6 year old 
one cat. Prefer quiet, clean End apartment. ~reat yard. and cat. On busline, off- ' 
responsible person. Must be $2751mo. plus utihbes. Non- street parking, smoker ok. 
non-smoker. For Sept. 1. smoker. Please call 761- $225 per month plus 1/2 
.i i I3mGI$1i-_ 
$250 I '1 h C II 4569 or 879-7019. '1' . pus 01 eat. a Don, RESPONSIBL"' utillies. 772-6168. Leave 
767-4581. . - non - message. 
SOBER responsible adult to smoking male/female wanted ROOMMATE wanted male 
share finished three bedroom to share pnvate, beachfront or female to share tw~ bed-
Eastern Prom. apt. with view furn.,shed home 10 O.O.B. room home in Hollis 10 miles 
of water. New kitchen, new Available 9/89 to 6190. $350 from Gorham. W~her and 
paint throughout. $300 per per month, utihtles Included. dryer, spacious. $250 per 
mont.h plus 113 utilities. No Call 772-8519 after 5 pm. month plus 112 utilities. Call 
dnnklng, drugs or smoking. ROOMMATE WANTED: anytime. 727-3557 
Just a nice relaxed at- profe,sslonal female, 25, HOUSEMATE wanted. 
mosphere in a good neigh- fem""st, cat ow~er, ACOA In Share gorgeous two bedroom 
borhood. Call 774-3013. recovery, seeking 12-step condo near USM with 30s 
Leave message. program person to apartment professional female Fea-
HOUSE - 3rd roommate hunt With for Oct. 1. Non- tures include bay wi~dows, 
wanted (M-F) to share CE smoker. 761-4610. Leave window-seat in bedroom 
house with two people and message. . hardwood floors, loIS of sun~ 
one cat. Prefer quiet, clean, APT. TO SHARE Look!ng light, WID, DIW, off-street 
and . responsible person . for straight, non-smoking parking, large closets 
Must be non-smoker. For female to share 2 bedroom Prefer 30s to 40s MlF in 12 
Sept. 1. $250 plus oil heat. w/same. 3 ml. from Northgate step recovery $525 
Call Don 767-4581. on Rt. 100. $65 per week + including all 'utilities' 
PROFESSIONAL M/F 112 heat and phone. call Negotiable for the righi 
non- smoking roommate ~~:~~ATE WANTED person. 775-5952. 
wanted to look for roomy apt 
GREAT OLD PORT loca-
tIOn. Beautiful brick building. 
Share office space with 
thr~ creative profeSSionals. 
Available Sept. 1. Call 772-
7994, 772-1061 or 773-8338. 
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished home on Peaks Is-
land. Water views and sun-
sets. Close to ferry. Avail-
able Sept. I -May 31 . $500 
per month plus security de-
posit. Call 766-2505 or 778-
3226 for appointment. 
SUMMER RENTAL Com-
fortable two bedroom COl-
tage, all conveniences, fully 
furnished, quiet woods, pri-
vate dock, safe swimming. 
July and August. $500 per 
week; June and September 






A DEVELOPMENTAL DAY CARE 
Conveniently located on RI , II on the FalmouthlPtld, line 
OFFERING: 
Day Care, full , part-time, flexible schedules. 
Nursery School. 
After Kindergarten Care (transportation provided 
from area schools). 
NEW! Drop-in Care (pre-registration necessary) 
ages 2 112 to 7 
We are located in the beautifully restored former 
Cummings School with an adjacent brand new 
playground. We provide a secure, nuturing 
environment which stimulates children's natural 
development. 
CALL: 775·0413 
for Oct. 1. Must be quiet: Neat. sober, non-smoker to 
clean, responsible, mellow. share 3-bdrm apt on 
No pets. Call Tom at 874- Portlands West end. Large, 
0905 and leave message. spacIous apt, hardwood 
YARMOUTH FORESIDE floors and fireplace 10 living 
(RT. 88) chern . free home. room. Includes dining room 
18x30 bedroom with wood kitchen, pantrey and back 
stove and separate en- porch allowing for privacy. 
trance. Sunny house on high Rent $175. plus 1/3 util. Call 
wooded ridge. Share kitchen 761-7022. 
,(".i9jlCliHfjJiijU9iU:Y , 
musIc essons 
All kw:IS 'I" SC!l lcs 
and bath. $390 includes PROFESSIONAL sober, 
heat and utilities. 846-9038 non-smoker t.o share condo-
HOUSEMATE wanted' townhouse With Single parent 
clean , neat and qu iet t~ and three-year old. Must be 
share large three bedroom responSible and like 
apt. , Woodford's area $150 children . USM student 
sec. deposit $240' er welcome Call Marty at 879-
th U 'I" P 0106 .. mon . tllties included. Call 
770-3898 days or 772-7015 ROOMMATE wanted for 
evenings. large house at beach. Mature 
HOUSEMATE - male or professional non-smoker. 
female to share large first $220 per month plus shared 
floor, two bedroom apt. utililies. Starts Sept. or Oct. 
Washer and dryer, fireplace. 767-3152 
Must be neat, responsible WEST END Non-smoking 
and outgoing. $200 security: woman wanted to share 
$175 per month plus utilities. roomy 2 BR wllots of 
772-1904. character. Claw foot tub 
HOUSEMATE (m/f) for even!! Neat, active veggie 
comfortable, convenient preferred. $275+ Avail . 911. 
Po r tl and hom e '. 761 -2599 keep trying. 
Washer/dryer, gas/wood PEACE ORIENTED music 
heat, backyard, parking. lover looking for same M or F 
Non-smoker preferred. non~smoker. Laundry use, 
ArtisVmusician would be parking, small but comfy apt. 
great. Available 911 . $325 $238 plus electric. OOB 
plus 1/2 utilities. Security, area. Call, leave message for 
references . 773-2498. Keep Jon. 934-9117. 
trying or leave message. 
418·432 FORE/OLD 
PORT - Quiet, secure. 
comfortable. Fine, historic, 
restored 1-4 BA. $599-$899. 
Joe 773-3333. 
TAKE ADVANTAGE! 
Our classifieds reach well 
over 20,000 active readers 
every weeki 
WESTBROOK GARDENS 
is now ~ccepting applications 
for hOUSing for our 2 bedroom 
town homes. Rental based on 
i!"come and eligibility. Apply 
In person at: 41 Westbrook 
Gardens, Westbrook, ME. 
or tel. 888.8338 
This is an eqllal housing opportunity 
wanted 
SINGLE professional 
fem~tle seeks housesitting 
position. Commuting dis-
tance to Falmouth. Please 
call Christine days m-f 781-
3236. References avail. 
Guitar, Bass & 
Vocal Lessons 
865 Forest Ave. 
761·8084 
THE HOLISTIC MUSIC 
studio. Voice and piano 
lessons. Children and adults. 
SUZUki piano. Adult 
beginnersl"restarters· glee-
fully encouraged. 773-8250 
HARMONICA lessons 
Strictly blues harmonica.' 
Come on, try it What are you 
waiting for alreadyl 353-4176 
evenings after 7:30 
start now. 
APARTMENT WANTED 
2 quiet responsible 
professionals who are tired 
of the Old Port noise and 
parking problem seek a large 
2-3 bdrm apt. in a good 
neighborhood that allows 2 
declawed- neutered cats. PRINTMAKER lOOking for WANT TO BE 
$500-600 with heat and press to rent on daily or a concert pianist? 
ki hourly ba ' Ba'" Study with one! Call Pat par ng included. Please call 4136 SIS. ,,,ara 767- Vlach 846-9738 09 14 









LUDWIG SET (60s). Multi-
colored, psychedelic pat-
terns - mind blowing. $400. 
Hardware, no cymbals. Call 
Kathy. 874-6667 
GIBSON LESPAULS, 
SGs, loP. Jrs, 335s, 175s, 
Flying Vs all on sale nowl 
Epiphone electrics from 
$175. Real Fender Strats 
from $299. Clapton model in 
stock. Big BC Rich sale. 
Warlocks from $350 . 
Friendly River Music 879 
0292 . 
REHEARSAL ROOMS 
for musicians. Secure , 
unlimited access. $270 per 




At last a downtown historic 
building devoted to artists-
sculpturs, photographers 
and art related people at 
affordable rates of $135-
$275 per month for rooms 
and suites (includes heat 
water and electricity). 
Rooms feature views tin 
ceilings, plaster walis, 
hardwood floors and 
painters sinks. Security 
ori.ented. Renting fast. 
JOin other Portland artists 
at The Artists Studios 
799·7890 
gigs 
I PLAY' acoustic guitar and 
would like to get together 
with similar person for 
pl~ying music. Singing and 
wflhng. Don't hold back, call 
Ian at 773-0591 or 871-1200 
ORIGINAL Neo-classical 
speed-metlll band seeks a 
serious musician who has 
jazz or classical training on 
bass guitar for composition, 
live performances and 
recording . Notify Anthony 
772-2599 Lionel jr. 766-2501 _ 
or Jay 797-2301 . "-
·HAVE IT MADE· Incred-
ibly thorough cleaning ser-
Vice. Weekly. bi-weekly or 
one time cleaning. Excellent 
rates and personalized ser-
vice like the good old days. 
Call Vicki at White glove 
SelVice. 883-8159. 
HIRE a housecleaner it's 
more affordable than you oc 
may think and it's one of the 
nicest presents you can give 
yourself. I clean houses on a 
weekly or bi-weekly basis 
and my service is thorough, 
reliable and reasonably 
priced. Call 761-7029. 
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CLASSIAED POUCY : C 0 U P 0 n ~C~~AP~S~;EC-;HO-I~ ;B~R-AM-&y-~~WI~-oE~ E~~KI~;L;~;~: -II,' Classified ads must be paid for in ad-
vance. We accept cash, personal checks, 
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD. "-
Consult the RATES in the coupon to deter- :;::~:ad Classified Department 
mine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are Claulf.... All charges are per w_k 187 Clark Street 
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for =::t=~s If you derive regular income Individual Business Portland, Maine 04102 
all types of classified advertising is Monday Iorm. Write legibly from the subjects(s) of your Up to 30 words $5.00 $7.00 
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday'S or type, and use Classified Ads(s) please 31-45 words 7.00 '.00 
dit' Ads use the business rate. 46-60 words 9 00 11 00 e IOn. received after the deadline will additionlil paper And thank you lor Each Add'i word • • 
be run starting with the next issue. CBWwili ~nece"IIIY. choosing Casco BayWeekiy caw Box Service .15 .21 
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual 3.00 5.00 
, services for money or goods, or ads with MESSAGE: 
purely sexual content. CBWwili not print full 
names, street addresses or phone numbers 
in the PERSON TO PERSON section. 
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST 
either provide a Post Office Box number in 
their ad or use the caw BOX SERVICE 
(rate information in AD FORM). All informa-
tion pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON 
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco 
Bay W86k1y reserves the right to categorize, 
re~e or edit ads due to inappropriate con-
tent, etc. CBW shall not be liable for errors of 
omissions in, or a failure to insert. anyadver-
tisement tor which it may be responsible, 
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in 
which error, omission or failure 10 insert oc-
curred. Classified ads are not refundable. 
PREFERRED CATEGORY: _________ _ 
BASIC RATE (from above) 
+ --__ EXTRA WORDS AT __ ¢ EACH 
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional) 
SUBTOTAL 
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN 
TOTAL ENCLOSED 
TOTAL WORDS: ____ _ 
+----
x ___ _ 
Not for publication: We need the following information 
to pnnt your ad. It will be held in strict confidence. 
NAME __________________________ ___ 
ADDRESS __________________________ _ 
CITY ____________________________ _ 
STATE _________ ZIP CODE _________ _ 
DAYTIME PHONE ____________ _ 
PAYMENT: Check __ _ Money Order _--....:._ 
Mastercard __ _ Visa __ _ 
Credit Card, _____________ _ 
'----------------------~'------------------------------------:--------------~.~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~~~~~~--~ , - -------- ----- -' 
-
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MIDWIFE. Services in- , 
clude prenatal care, nutrition 
counseling, homebirth, pap 
smears. Call for free con-
sultation visit. Heid Fillmore-
Patrick,657-'118O 
WOMEN: Does being in 
love mean being in pain? 
Learn how to change dys-
functional relationship pat-
terns. Therapy group now 
forming based on 'Women 
Who Love Too Much." For in-
formation call 871-9256 
THE MINDFUL BODY _ 
Wendy Moser M. A., 
announces her relocation 
from California. Monday 
evening groups: pregnancy 
as transformation, sell-ac-
ceptance training. Sliding 
scale. 767-3848. Private 
sessions for individuals and 
couples. 
ANGER PLAYSHOPSat., 
Sept. 30 in Portland for adult 
survivors of childhood abuse 
or incest. Minimal contact 
gamees and changing 
leadership games that build 
self-esteem, Space limited. 
Register early! Also 'Cycles 
of Change: Endings and 
losses' Oct. 13-15, 
Grounding exercises, 
songs, artwork, play and 
discussion used to examine 
the cycles of grieving, anger 
and enewal. Write: Healing 
Through Play, Diana Delach, 
RED 2 Box 2740, Lisbon 
Falls, ME 04252; 353-6323. 
THERAPIST. IS FOOD a 
source of pain in your life? 
Does your eating behavior 
fell destructive, unhealthy? 
If so, consider counseling -
with someone who 
understands, Sara F. Levite. 
M.S. 761-2464.917 
• RYTHMICAL MASSAGE 
a combination of therapeutic 
massage modalities using 
various oils and ointments, 
to achieve your personal 
needs. 
• Relieve mental and 
physical stress, and tension, 
relax and tone muscles, 
improve joint mobility, and 
integrate body, mind and 
spirit. 
An appropriate 
complement to counseling 
and other therapies. 
• Gift certificates available. 
Linden Thigpen, certified 
massage therapist New Im-
ages. By appointment 775-
4010. 
RELIEF from stress, pain, 
fatigue, nervousness, 
chronic illness can be yours 
through this gentle hands-
on-healing'technique. Call 
Kristin Erico, 2nd Degree, 
certified Reiki Practioner 
773-1346 
METAPHYSICAL Read-
ings from a spiritual perspec-
tive offer insight and practi-
cal application regarding 
your current energy field, life 
lessons, past lives, personal 
symbols and arch types. 
Tarot readings also avail-
able. Call Regina at 729-0241 
NEW BOOK STORE!! 
Maybe Someday.... now 
open on Munjoy Hill. Beyond 
New Age - simply ageless. 
Carefully selected, uplifting 
books of all kinds. Chinese 
temple bells, unusual cards, 
cassettes, 195 Congress St. 
between Levinsky's and the 
Whole Grocer. 10 am to 6 
pm. 773-3275 
VOLUNTEERS to share 
uplifting activities with de-
lightful, holistically-orien-
tated person with MS. Sing, 
read, play music, plant 
seedlings, go on outings, run 
IV INTUITION: a confer-
ence on enhancing the intu-
itive function as applied to 
many fields: art, writing, 
medicine, therapy and 
others. Sept. 15-17, 
Camden, ME. $150 inclusive. 
Contact Phoebe Prosky. A 
center for the Awareness of 
Pattern, PO BOx 407, 
Freeport, ME 04032, (207) 
865-3396. 
ONGOING JUNGIAN 
Dream Group now has 
openings for new members. 
Meets weekly on Thursday 
evenings. For further 
information please call 772-
6031 or 883-4989 or 883-
4979. 
HEALING & Meditation & 
Relief with Rosemary 
Whittaker and Cynthia Guest 
In these rapidly changing 
times it's important to take 
time out to center ourselves, 
Together we share 
techniques, information, 
channeling, med;tation and 
s g which 
ROLFING is a system of 
structural integration 
developed by Ida P. Rolf, 
Ph.D., in the 1940s to 
restore and improve human 
physical structure, 
Through a series of 
sessions, the Rolfer 
sensitively reshapes the 
body around a vertical axis. 
This brings us into greater 
harmony and balance within 
our fied of gravity. 
As out of balance parts of 
the body are brought into 
alignment, stress is reduced; 
posture and symmetry are 
improved; movement 
patterns become freer, more 
fluid, efficient, and graceful; 
breathing becomes fuller and 
easier. 
Increased awareness, 
emotional relief, and a sense 
of 'Well-being are often 
experienced as a result of 
creating deep changes 
within the body, For some, 
the process is purely 
physicaf; for others, it can be 
a self-awakening. 
For more information or to 
schedule a free 
conSUltation, please contact 
me at 774-3175. 
HEALING the child within, 
workshop for Adult Children 
of Dysfunctional Families. 
October 4 or November 11 .in 
Portland. For a flier or more 
information-David Lee. 
M.Ed., LSAC at 985-7655. 
ACCUPRESSURE 
classes with Cynthia Guest, 
California accupressurist. 
Releasing Shoulder & Neck 
Tension Sept. 14 and 20, 
7:3()'9:30 
Releasing Back Tension 
Sept. 7 and 27, 7:30-9:30 
pm. . 
Releasing Menstrual Tension 
Sepl. 28, 7:30-9:30 pm. $ 
20.00 per class, Thompson 
PI. For private lessons or in-




relaxing and revitalizing 
bodywork. Helps relieve ten-
sion, worries, fatigue and 
pain. Session include, pro-
fessional counseling, body 
work, and health education. 
Call Deborah Vallance R.N., 
M.S. Ed. 775-1230 
ANNOUNCING: DREAM 
Seminar lead by Dr. Paul 
Huss, Jungian Analyst and 
Pastoral Counselor. 'Using 
Our Own Dreams." First ses-
sion: Saturday, September 
30, 9:00 t~ 4:30. Tuesdays: 
October 3, 10, 17,24,31 and 
November 7, 12:15 to 1 :45. 
Sponsored by: Dwinell and 
Hall. For information and 
registration call (207) 799-
1024 
SELF·ESTEEM: A sense 
of one's own dignity and 
worth. It is the comerstone in 
the foundation upon which 
we build to become well-
rounded, content and 
successful participants in 
life, A group is being formed 
for those who need 
enhancement, support and 
development in this area. 
Please call 772-6892 for 
more information. 
errands, etc. 773-3275 
HEALING LOSS and 
Transition. Wednesday 
evening personal growth 
group for adult children to 
safely express the emotions 
of loss and create improve-
ment in the present. Ten 
weeks. $200. Jacob 
Watson, M.A. 761-2522 or 
MOVE AND BE MOVED. 
An eight week movement 
group for therapists, 
dancers, artists, ministers, 
body workers, anyone wish-
ing to experienced intimacy 
with their embodied 
selves .... using AUTHENTIC 
MOVEMENT and EXPRES-
SIVE THERAPY TECH-
NIQUES. Led by Caroline 
Loupe M.A., a registered 
dance therapist. Tuesday, 
12 through 2 pm, beginning 
Sept. 19 at On Center, Port-
land. Other times are possi-
ble. Call 773-4422 for infor-
mation. 
GROUP FOR WOMEN 
who live apart from their chil-
dren now forming. Women 
who do not live with their 
children, whatever the cir-
cumstances, often have 
feelings of loss, pain, guil~ 
anger, and isolation. Join in a 
safe, supportive environ-
ment with other women who 
understand. We will meet in 
Portland, starting in early 
October Call Karolyn Ros-
sein, M.A. 766-2809 for 
further information. 
provides a space for relief 
and growth. Tues. evenings 
Sept. 12,19, & 26. 7:00-9:00 
PM. Cost is $15,00 for each 
evening. Thompsons Pt. For 
information and registration 
call 775-7135, 
-ALTERED STATES of 
PERSPECTIVE' an ongoing, 
non traditional approach to 
group therapy and personal 
growth through exploration of 




historical. Designed to teach 
how to think differendy abOVt 
our lives. Call Steven 
Aronson PhD. 180 State SI. 
Portland 772-3176, 
MEN'S SUPPORT. 
THERAPY GROUP Monday 
nights 7-9 pm Insurance 
reimbursable. for men who 
want to increase self-
awareness, explore feelings 
and become emotionally 
comfortable with other men. 
For information contact 
Steve Aronson PhD. 180 
State St. Portland 7723176, 
nner receives two free ..... 11 ... 111'1(11'11 
com liments of the Maine Mall Cinema! 
NO ONE BELIEVES I'm 45! Portland 
SWF, classy, intelligent, multifaceted. I 
susspect theeere are many quality non-
smoking men around here who are bnght, 
centered affectionate and adventure. 
But I'm n'ot meeting any of you. If you'd like 
to meet a woman who is alluring, authentic 
and has a zest for living, write on or between 
the lines to CBW Box 360. 
If you hav.placad an ad In theQasco Bay Weeki 'I personals your 
ad I.automaticaily alt.1Id in the PERSONAl OFT~E WEEK contest 
for th,' week. We are looking for adsth.tar. a_lve, winy ,nd fun. 
Winners will receive their tickets in the mill. 
BANGOR GWM 
43, healthy, intelligent, 
hEJnest, sincere and dis-
creet. I enjoy music, the-
ater, gardening, physical 
fitness, good conversation. 
quiet evenings at home. 
Looking for a mature indi-
vidual who shares similar 
qualities and interests. 
CBW Box 357. 
S U L TRY, smart, 
somewhat shy D-F -seeks 
sensitive, sincere, 
intelligent male, mid-30s to 
50s with well-developed 
sense of humor and a liberal 
outlook on life to share 
ideas and favorite 
pursuits.Respond CBW Box 
358 
NOT PARTICULARLY 
outstanding or unusual, I 
am just a nice middle-aged 
New England lady (47) 
seeking a nice man with 
Maine sensibilities, No 
photo necessaary. Writing 
will disclose all. Respond 
CBW BoX 359. 
S·BI-F wants open, 
playful, close relationship 
with woman identified as 
womanlfeminist (25-45). 
Arts, camping, planning the 
demise of our oppressive 
society, sleepovers, quiet 
times,etc. So. Me, 
only.CBW Box 355, 
SWM 24, ex-smoker,5-9, 
cute, so I'm told. I like to ski 
dance, travel. I'll try 
anything once, would you? 
If you are SWF 20-25, more 
cute than beautiful, a little 
adventurous and hopefully 
a non-smoker wrile CBW 
Box 356. 
GWM 30, profeSSional. 
well-educated, attractive, 
honest, sincere, and 
masculine. I enjoy travel, the 
outdoors and good 
conversation. Seek similar 
males 23-35 for friendship. 
Include phone number 
please. CBW Box 346. 
ARTISTIC, attractive 
successful, independent. 
mellow lady seeks same in 
man 35-45ish. Friendship 
encouraged, relationship 
possible, no expectations. 
CBWBox354. 
SWF 25 ARTIST, writer 
and thinker, would like to 
meet a man who is like me 
and celebrates these as-
pects of his life; their in-
escapable struggles and 
joys. BaSically I am into 
making things of beauty, in-
timacy, cats, playing and 
growing, Age is irrelevant. 
CBWBox351. 
MRS. ROBINSON! 
Where are you? 25 yr. old 
SM, attractive, well-built, 
mature, gentle, warm and 
sensitive to a woman's 
needs, interested in meeting 
a professional female, 35-50, 
who is also an attractive, 
sensuous earth mother to 
share a quiet, romantic 
evening together. This 
college graduate would like 
to finish his education under 
the tutoring of a woman 
experienced in life's finer 
pleasures. All responses 
answered, photo 
A GOOD MAN (or woman) 
isn't hard to find when you 
use PERSON TO PERSON. 
WHISTLES The Rape Cri-
sis Center has whistles 
available for $3. Great for 
key chains - also come with 
breakaway neck chain. Pro-
ceeds benefit the RCC 24-
hour hotline for victims of 
sexual assault. Call 774-
3613 for more information. 
NEED FURNITURE? Why 
not rent with option to buy. 
TVs, furniture and appli-
ances from Renl-A-$et. Elm 
St. TOpSham, ME. 729-6637 
ERNIE POOK'S Comeek 
and Marlys fans, .... Lynda 
Barry has created at-shirt 
just for Marlys. Show your 
friends where you went this 
summer "visit Marlys' World 
and Universe + Galaxy', 
Shirts are 100% cotton with 
black ink, In adult SM, MED, 
LG and X LG sizes. Send 
check or money order for 
$12.95 to: Greylag, P.O, Box 
99093-CB, Seattle, WA 
98199-0093. Get on our 
mailing list too .... 
19 FT. SEBAGO Sun craft 
inbdloutbd Volvo Penta. 4 
cyl, twin carb, solid boat, 
needs minor work. $1000 firm 
Call 883-1473 between 10am 
t08pm 
QUEEN SIZE waterbed 
with mirrored head-
board/bookcase. Six draw-
ers in base. Complete with 
heater, mattress, padded 
frame. $350 or best offer. 
846-9583 
WOODSTOVE - Jotul 
model 11 Benamel forest 
green, takes 2-ft. logs; 
excellent healing capacity 
and beautiful appearance. 
$400. Call 773-8447. 
COMICS Comics Comics-
Invest in fun-over 1000 
1970's Marvel, DC, 
Independants, Miller's, 
Daredevil and Batman. Mint, 
bagged as lot only. $1200. 
Hanson box 3422 Portland 
04104. 
FISHER Component 
stereo system with CD 
player, dual tape deck and 
much more. Also, a set of 
Gemsound concert 
speakers, 270 walls per 
channel. Also, a Charvel 
guitar, Sun 80-walt guitar 
amp, effects pedals, 8-plece 
Ludwig drum set, Ibanez 
guitar, Kenwood car stereo. 
Call for price, will consider all 
offers. 772-6831, 874-0000 
after 5:00. Ask for Dave, 09-
COMPUTER· 
Commodore Amiga A-SOO, 1.5 
MEG, internal plus 1010 
Women and Body Image 
Feel good about yourself 
A NO-PAIN, all-gain. all-
around good deal is what you 
get with a Casco Bay Weekly 
classified, It's simple, cheap 
and effective, What else 
needs be said? 
SHIATSU is the Japanese 
refinement of Acupuncture. 
It is based wholly on this 
Chinese system of healing 
which is over 5000 years old. 
A treatment is composed of 
pressure on particular 
combinations of acupunclure 
points and gentle body 
manipulations which activate 
the clearing of the body's 
meridians or channels of 
fundamental vital energy. 
Acupuncture is excellent for 
acute or chronic conditions. 
Shiatsu is excellent for 
tuning up and maintaining 
one's well-being/health. It is 
more a treatment than a 
massage yet sometimes 
massage techniques are 
employed. 
external drive, 2002 color 
monitor, music & Digi-View 
~ m ~ _I software included. $950. : * I i l~ 1--1, .'. 'ti:f (1600 new) 865-0949 eves .. 
in the body you have. 
Ten week group, starting Sept. 26,7-
9:30 pm. Co-leaders: Ca;Oline Lou~, 
Registered Dance TherapIst and Manlyn 
Hardy, authorized Feldenkrais Practioneer. 
PSYCHIC 
READINGS BY 
Astrologer Mrs. Oaire. Help 
and acfvice on all problems 
such as love, marriage, 
business. Call for appt. 
871-7134 
Bri~onAve., Portland, Me. 
Location: On Center, 22 St. John St., 
#312, Portland. Call: 
767-3909 or 773-4422 
HONORING· OUR' BODIES 
.. tJ~;tJ~ 
and Fibroids 
From our series of workshops 
for women focusing on a 
mind/body approach to 
weUness, we offer: 
Monday, September 18, 
9 am-4 pm, Stage Neck Inn, 
York Harbor, Maine 
Reclaiming Our Bodies' Wisdom 
and Trusting It in Our Lives 
Wednesday, September 27,7 I'm through 
Sunday October 1, 12 noon, New E~land 
Center, Durham, New Hampshire . 
ForfurtherUtlUnnation~,~~~e~a~se~~:;'~te~o~rcaU~~:vy(j~Er~B()l~~~~----1 
1 Pleasant Street Yarmouth, ME 
Shiatsu offers one the power 
and knowledge of self-
healing through direct 
energetic experience. 
Ann Foster Tabbutt. Shiatsu 
Practitioner, 
FREE JOB information and 
assistance. If you have 
epilepsy or a seizure disor-
der: Upgrade your job search 
techniques. Learn if, when 
and how to tell an employer 
about your seizures. Talk to 
people who have been there. 
Find that 'break' you have 
been looking for .. Do it now! 
Contact TAPS at (207) 772-
7847, Pine Tree Epilepsy, 
Portland, ME 
FILL YOUR BANK ac-
count with cash working less 
than 5 hours a week! Guar-
anteed! !For free info. send 
one dollar (P&H) or a SASE 
to: Total Financial Success 
Publications, PO Box 6486. 
Portland, ME 04102, Dept. 
A2C 
VOLUNTEERS to share 
uplifting activities with de-
lightful holistically-oriented 
person' with MS. Sing, read, 
play music, plant seedlings, 
go on outings, run errands, 
etc. 773-3275. 
r)~) )~:~ 
~~J~~~~~, ~ '-  \\\ --\ ·~G· 
.~ 
'~ 
'When was the last time you feU 
head over heels for someone? 
Don't leave it 10 chance. Let us introduce you to 
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully, Chcerlillly, 
Being single in Maine can 'IIie 'Personal 
be fun agam. Why wall ~.c 
any longer? call mw::" 
111e PersonallOuch. 
learnin 
BALL ROOM DANCING 
Experience the romance of 
partner dancing. Fall classes 
in jitterbug, waltz and foxtrot. 
Begin Sept. 13, intown 
studio, free parking. Call 
775-1892 for more 
information. 
WRITING WORKSHOPS 
with Alfred DePew. Sundays, 
1 :00-3:00 pm. September 17 
through October 22, 
Wednesday, 6:30 to 8:30 
pm. September 20 through 
October 25. Each workshop, 
six sessions. For anyone in-
terested in exploring new 
material, ideas and fresh ap-
proaches to short fiction and 
essays. $100, To register, 
call 775-3708. Leave 
message. 
31 F.xchangcSl .. r\JnJan(:i. AlE 04101 
n3·108B 
DRAWING: LEARNING TC 
SEE, Mon, or Wed. eve. 
classes. Beginning Sept. 18, 
10 weeks. $250 tuition. 
Brochure: K. Boldt. 19 Birch 
Knolls, Cape Elizabeth, ME 
04107 or call 799-5728 
PHOTOGRAPHY Classes 
'Autumn in Maine' and 
'Maine Architecture' are two 
workshops in 'The Art of 
Color Photography' series 
offered this fall by noted 
landscape and conversation 
photographer, Charles 
Steinhacker. For more infor-
mation, call 829-5830. 
MACINTOSH SE with 
20MB internal drive. Includes 
hypercard, mouse, key-
board, Brand new in box. Call 
871-8964 evenings. 
ROLLING STONES 
TICKETS Foxboro, Friday 
Sept. 29. Great seats, 
section 321 Four tickets left, 
$200, per pair. call 934· 7898 
eves, 
I'STONES TICKETS for 
Sunday, Oct. 1. Sidee rear 
bleacher seats. 1 pair $200 





Shoppe 583B Forest Ave. is 
the perfect place to pick-up 
a bargain from yesteryear, or 
turn your valuables into 
cash. Co me browse. 761-
9072. 
FACIALS; Organic aloe 
vera products. Face scrub, 
mask, herbal steam, black-
head-whitehead, and excess 
oil removal plus a foot mas" 
sage. Enjoy a thoroughly 
clean face. Joni at 773-0463 
FORD RANGER pick-up 
1988. Great shape. fully 
transferable five year, 60 
thousand mile warranty. 
Must sell. Just take over 
payments and it's yours. 
774-0692 or 236-2672. 
1973 DODGE VAN 
TRUCK - ran fine two years 




RAPHY - Portraits, Ali oc-
casions, special projects. 
'This won1 hurt a bit." User 
friendlyl Call Steve Harris _ 
846-1448, 
A GOOD MAN (or woman) 
isn't hard to find when you 
use PERSON TO PERSON, 
CUBE VAN 1973. Alot is 
DISTRIBUTORS 
WANTED 
• PROBLEM: Drinking 
Waler supplies a-e 
beooming contaminaled 
• OC>LUTI.ON: MULTI-
PU AE TN systems guaran-
teed to remove chlorine, 
bacteria and chemicals 
• OPPORTUNITY: 
, right with it, some things are 
not. For mooe info call and 
check it oul. You can't go 
wrong with the price of $575. 
It is a ten foot cube. 846-
9583 evenings. 
BACK TO SCHOOL 
transportation. 75 Plymouth 
Duster, slant 6 engine. Auto, 
' stereo, great condition! Little 
old ladies car. No frame rol. 
Call 846-6522 after 6 pm 
$900 firm. 
1979 VOLVO 242 DL 
Runs great. P.C. and 
overhead cam. Needs some 
cosmetics. 774-6519. 
1986 Spectrum good 
condition, 4-door AlC blue, 
cute. must see. 35000 miles. 
Order Now For A Call 767-0976, nights. GTD 
I 1988 PONTIAC Fiero 5-
2 Car Garage I speed. 11,600 miles, 
I On a cement slab I' warranty included $6500, or 
772-6740 I for A Tremendous BlO.Moving, must sell. 
'"~~~'-"-'-"!'!,..~~ I Price of II -
Part-time or FUll-time 
I I TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 
1977 convertible. Looks 
I $4,700 I great, runs great. The car 
I has been taken care of and 
I with this I is in excellent condition. 
coupon $2,450 or BRO,. 729~6 
I I CLASSIC CAR 1951 Un-
I I coin Cosmopolitan. Rare. 
I Call today for One owner. White walls. 
Free Estimate I Power windows, seats, Baby 
II The I blue with lots of chrome. 'Suicide' doors. Luxury car 
I Brendan Group I of another era. Collector's 
761-4070 I piece. In remarkably good 
I 1,800.222,2565 I shape, Must sell. Best offer. 
..... ;;.;,;,;;.;,;,;,,;,;,;,;;.;,;,;;.;,;,;;.;,;,;;.;,;, ..... ~ __ Ask_fo_r Caroly_n _I I Call 775-0985 Leave name, 
~ number on machine 
If you're Sick, 
You Call The Doctor, 
It your TV, VCR or 
Microwave I. Sick. 
J)l CAU THI! 
ffl';> DOCTOR OF 
V.l1\ _l. ELECTRONICS 
)~IJ~ 
HARVEY'S T,V, 
863 Congress SI. Portland 
772·6467 
~:'-_1':~"e Iro'1 ... k\", .... "YI;.""~v.· "' .... 











Wed. _ Sat. 11-6 PM 
Sunday 12·5 




tion wagon, 5 speed, roof 
rack, Irailer hitch, runs ex-
cellent. $500 or BO 799-
8570 
AMC HORNET 
Sportabout needs minor re-
pair, $150 firm. Call 883-
1473 
OLDS CUTLASS Suprel1le 
1980, two door. Excellent 
body and running condition. 
Everything' has been re-
placed With new. $1900.772-
5755 
1975 PLYMOUTH 
Valiant, great condition, 71 K, 
snow tires, 8/90 insp., 
minimum rust, AlC, auto, 
$700.871-8280. 
1986 PONTIAC Grand 
Am, 5 speed, sun roof, 4 
doors, 48,000, asking 
$5000, 773-6320, leave 




maintained. Cap, sliders, 
aluminum wheels •. $3500. or 
best offer, 7723258. GTD> 
MAZDA RX-7 
1986, perfect condition, 
36,000 miles, am-fm, must 
sell $6999. 7747528. David. 
1982 PONTIAC Firebird 
S/E. Gold, excellent 
condition, 6 cyl, 4 speed, 
A/C, amlfm cassette, no 
rust, runs like new. $2295 or 
blo. Call Steve 799-2709. 
85 MERCURY COUGAR 
LS, 70,000 miles, runs great. 
clean and loaded, $4500. 
Call Bruce evenings 761-
7003, days 78()'5324. 
85 HONDA ACCORD 
Hatchback, 58,000, Ziebart. 
tape deck, mint condition. 
$5,000 must sell. Call 761-
3861 or 934-9233 eves. 
1984 ESCORT WAGON, 
61,000 miles, standard, 
$2300. Hannah or Neil, 774-
3013. 
1986 SPECTRUM 
Good condition. 4-dr. AlC, 
cute bfue, 35000 miles-must 
see! Price negotiable call 
797-0976 nights. 
Lake Side 







Clean any 5 Rooms, any 
size onl $89.95 
Call Don, Toll Free at 
1-800-312-1425 
Serving the Greater Portland Area 
and the Islands 
Ask About 
recreation 
11;'l!l'ii @ i i (§ GlI 
PO Box 72, Orr's Island,ME 04066, (207) 833-5257 
ACA Certified Instructors 
Canoe and Kayak Skills 
Whitewater and Ocean Touring 
Pool and Open Water Clinics 
We take fun seriously 
CLASSIFIED UN ~ CHARGE 





1901 Forest Ave., Portland 
797-3510 
40 SPRUCE ST. Sal. 9-9 
Sun.9-10 9:00 am - 3:00 pm. 
Bookshelves, futon frame, 
windsurfer, throw rugs, 
womens & mens clothes, 
dishes, silverware, books, 
albums, dresser, end table, 
50's dining table, stereo, 
tent, prints 1976 
Volvo, .... and much more. no 
early birds. 
HAVING A YARD SALE? 
Instead of hand-lettered 
signs on telephone poles, 
advertise it In Casco Bay 
Weekly, You get up to 30 
words for $5 - sell one old 
toaster and the ad pays for 
itself! 
CIRCULATION 
Occasionally we need extra help distributing 
our papers. If your schedule has some Wed. 
evenings or Thursdays free and you'd like to 




We pasted a familiar poster on a 
set of Venetian blinds and th\!n pulled 
the drawstring to reverse it. Can you 
identify the character in the picture? 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? 
If so there could be a $20 gift cer-
tificate for Alberta's in it for you (first 
prize). Or tickets for two aboard the 
Longfellow Cruise Lines (second 
prize). Winners will be selected from 
among the correct entries by a 
random drawing. Contestants are 
ineligible to win more than one prize 










Mainers know their shells. Lots of 
mail swam in for this puzzle. Thanks. 
David Gagnon, of an appropriately 
named street in South Portland 
(Ocean), won this week' 5 first prize. 
.. 
September 7, 1989 2,3 _ 
by Don Rubin 
in a four-w~k span, and only one 
entry is allOWed per contestant. 
All entries for this week's Real .... 
Puzzle must be received by noon 
Wednesday, September 13. The 
solution to this week's Real Puzzle 
will appear in the September 21 issue 
of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best 
guess to: 
The Real Puzzle jf36 
Casco Bay Weekly 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, ME 04102 
Second prize goes to Mary Tius of 
Portland. With Labor Day behind us 
we all win the greatest gifts of all: a 
parking place at Scarborough Beach at 
noon on a Saturday, free admission to 
Two Lights Park, hiking trails lined 
with more trees than people, more 
fish in Sebago t\len boats, freedom 
from upholding our hospitality and 
patience towards very confused and 
in-a-hurry visitors, subtly color 
clothes return to the walking bodies 
in the Old Port. The state is ours 
. again! Of course, the trees are starting 
to blush with color ... 
by Lynda Barry 
Nor T~M 1 WOVLO EVEN GfT ~ CHIINCE 
WITH HIM IN ItEIlL LIFE IF ~E WAS~'T 
My COUSIN, IN REAl. LIFl' I PROBA8LY 
I'IOVLON'T EVEN ~ HIM H, DOll peR' 
f'E('T DIVES. WHEN I WH(H HIM srANDI"G 
ON THE OIVIIJ& BoIlRO ..... "H HIS ARMS ovr 
I FelL LIKE I (avLO THRow Uf OR FAINT' 




THEN HE S"ODENL~ Srop~ T~LKIN(' AND 
WA1(HES A GIRL CLIMBING OUT OF THE 
POOL. HE SA~I WH~T 00 1 THINK OF HER. 
SHES ,AN AND PtVELop£O ·'.HE UlOKS 
LI~E A SNOB" I SA~. 'WHO 1\ SHE?" "NO, 
l)oD~: H( SA~I,THEN .1~H MICROS'OPES 
HIS Eyn ON HeR AS SHE (L'MBS nlE 
HIGH DIVf, RIlNS, !,OUNCE\ fllofl liND 
JIo,CK KNIfES, TOES PO,NTE O. Irs II 6000 
THING RD~LTON Ij> .. ~ COUSIN 10 'aVE~ BE 
liSLE TO C'VE LIKE Tl<AT IN A MictiON ~fA~' 
Casco Bay Weekly and Just Black & White present 
• tn 
. , 
. A competition seeking 'contemporary black and white 
photography about modern life in Southern Maine. 
CRITERIA 
The judges will be looking for pictures that have 
something to say. Technical quality is important, but 
among equally excellent photographs the one with the 
. strongest message will be chosen. Pictures that depict 
modem life in Southern Maine will do better than cliche 
shots of sailboats, lighthouses, barns and such. 
JUDGES 
A panel of three judges will choose the winners. The 
judges are: Bill Curtsinger, a Portland·based freelance 
photographer and regular contributor to National 
Geographic Magazine; Betsy Evans, founder of Port-
land's only photo gallery: the Evans Gallery on Pleasant 
Street; and Rose Marasco, photographer and photo 
instructor at University of Southern Maine. The deci-
sions of the judges are final. 
ELIGIBILITY 
. Anyone may enter except employees of Casco Bay 
Weekly and Just Black & White. Professional photogra-
phers may enter "personal work" - work which has not 
been made on aSSignment. 
Photos entered may not have been published 
elsewhere prior to this competition and photographers 
must be able to grant one-time publication rights to 
Casco Bay Weekly in order for their entry(s) to be 
eligible. 
DEADLINE 
Entries must be at Just Black and White, 54 York St., 
by 5 p.m. Wednesday, November 1. 
ENTRIES ' 
Prints may be any size up to l1x14" but must be 
mounted on 11x14 mat board. No oversized, undersized, 
or framed will be accepted. 
There is no entry fee, but entrants must limit them-
selves to two entries. The en,trants name, address and 
phone number as well as the title of the work (if any) 
must appear on the BACK of the mounting board. (Any 
identification on the front of the board will disqualify 
the entry.) 
Photographs not selected may be picked up at Just 
Black & White until the end of De(ember, 1989. Al-
though care will be taken with all entries, neither Casco 
Bay Weekly or Just Black & White will be responsible for 
lossor damage of any entry. 
AWARDS 
Three winners will be chosen. The winning photos 
will be published in the November 22 issue of Casco Bay 
Weekly and will be on display at Just Black & White 
through the end of the year. Each winning photographer 
will receive $50 in processing from Just Black & White 




QUESTIONS? Call Just Black & White at 761-5861 
DEADLINE: Wednesday, November 1. 
